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Team Building
The Next Chapter of Airpower Command  
and Control in Afghanistan

Maj Gen Tod D. Wolters, USAF 
Lt Col Joseph L. Campo, USAF

On 22 May 2011, command of the 9th Air and Space Expedition-
ary Task Force–Afghanistan (9 AETF-A) shifted from Maj Gen 
Charles Lyon’s team to ours, and almost immediately we went 

to work writing the next chapter of airpower support to counterinsur-
gency operations. As we began our new roles, the 9 AETF-A staff and 
subordinate commanders were keenly aware of the recent changes to 
the command and control (C2) architecture of US Air Forces Central 
(AFCENT) that occurred in November 2010, thus establishing the sub-
theater C2.1 Major General Lyon’s tenure in Afghanistan included sig-
nificant organizational change, and his team did an outstanding job of 
laying the foundation. By the time our team took the reins, everything 
was in place and running smoothly. Assuming the transformation 
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complete and the major changes behind us, we discovered, however, 
that the stark situation on the ground made those expectations a far 
cry from reality.

Specifically, the 9 AETF-A underwent a second major C2 transforma-
tion between December 2011 and May 2012 when the 9 AETF-A com-
mander was appointed the International Security Assistance Force 
(ISAF) Joint Command’s deputy chief of staff for air (IJC DCOS AIR).2 
This change significantly affected how the Air Force conducts air-
power C2 in Afghanistan. Given this relatively new organizational 
change and the major events that unfolded during the past year, this 
article seeks to (1) describe in detail the airpower C2 transition that oc-
curred as a result of assuming the IJC DCOS AIR position in December 
2011, and (2) present observations and lessons learned from our team’s 
tenure in Afghanistan, especially with regard to airpower C2 and the 
AETF-A structure.

Our Goal: Make the ISAF Commander Successful

Unity of command ensures concentration of effort for every objective under 
one responsible commander.

— Air Force Doctrine Document 1 
Air Force Basic Doctrine, Organization, and Command 
14 October 2011

As the 9 AETF-A staff and subordinate commanders entered Afghani-
stan in the spring and summer of 2011, the AFCENT subtheater C2 
construct was well established and running under both 9 AETF-A and 9 

AETF-Iraq. Because discussion and debates regarding the utility of a 
subtheater C2 had passed, we could immediately focus on the mission, 
taking full advantage of the responsibilities and authorities established 
seven months prior.

As the 9 AETF-A, we recognized our most important priority: Sup-
port the commander of ISAF (COMISAF), and help him succeed by his 
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measures of effectiveness.3 Everything that our team executed in Afghan-
istan reflected this short yet clear requirement, which provided 
straightforward guidance to the staff and subordinate commanders in 
terms of directing their efforts and resources. We often referred to this 
priority statement as a reminder of why and how we should operate as 
an organization.

In May 2011, the 9 AETF-A commander filled three roles simultane-
ously (commander, 9 AETF-A; director, Air Component Coordination 
Element–Afghanistan [ACCE-A]; and deputy commander for air, US 
Forces–Afghanistan [USFOR-A]), later filling a fourth role as IJC DCOS 
AIR. As 9 AETF-A, we conducted Air Force forces duties at the combined/
joint operating area level while serving as the connective tissue between 
the AFCENT staff and the groups and wings of combined/joint operat-
ing area–Afghanistan. This construct allowed the groups and wings to 
have a voice and advocate for their positions and requirements while 
ensuring that the AFCENT staff had a senior Air Force commander 
pushing its theater priorities down to wing and group level.

A year’s experience operating under the AETF-A convinced us that 
selecting this construct was the correct decision for the air component. 
As an airpower team, we found that having a single Air Force Airman 
leading from the front but living alongside subordinate commanders 
and coalition partners represented a highly effective design for condi-
tions on the ground in Afghanistan. Perhaps more importantly, the 
commander of 9 AETF-A and its approximately 10,000 US Airmen serv-
ing in Afghanistan afforded the air component a seat at the table for 
every major strategic and operational discussion that occurred 
throughout the past year. Personal and professional relationships re-
mained critical to sustaining effective airpower advocacy and moving 
forward, but our joint and coalition counterparts were more receptive 
to a commander than a senior liaison.

The ACCE-A fills the doctrinal role established by the Air Force for 
liaison and coordination between the air component and the joint 
force commander.4 Although the 9 AETF-A commander began the tour 
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with three distinct roles and picked up a fourth in December 2011, 
mentioned above, we actually found that the requirement for the sec-
ond role, that of ACCE director, increased in proportion to the span of 
control exercised through the other three roles. The chain of command 
for the 9 AETF-A commander runs directly to the combined force air 
component commander, with no direct linkages to the joint force com-
mander (see the figure on the next page).5 However, the role of direc-
tor, ACCE-A, allows the air component unencumbered access to the 
joint force commander, permitting an Airman to articulate key issues 
directly to the highest levels of the coalition command structure while 
continuing to serve as the combined force air component command-
er’s direct and personal representative to the COMISAF. Additionally, 
as ACCE-A members and liaison officers to the combined force air 
component commander, we could plug in directly with the tactical-, 
operational-, and strategic-level planning efforts at the ISAF, ISAF Joint 
Command (IJC), and regional commands. Two of the most notable of 
these efforts included the ISAF revision to Operation Plan 38302 (the 
strategic-level operation plan) and its operational-level counterpart, 
Op Naweed 1391, written by the Afghans (“Naweed” means “good 
news” in Dari).6 In the coalition’s counterinsurgency model of Afghani-
stan, the ACCE-A construct continues to offer access and liaison op-
portunities across all levels of the staff and command headquarters.

Under the third role, deputy commander for air, USFOR-A, our staff 
expended considerable effort on a myriad of issues such as the bed-
down of US forces, logistics, retrograde operations and redeployment 
of forces, force-management-level accounting, and US-only planning 
and operations. The deputy commander for air, USFOR-A, reports di-
rectly to Gen John Allen in his capacity as commander, USFOR-A (see 
figure). This position and its accompanying staff remain a critical ele-
ment to US-specific functions in Afghanistan.
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A-1 – Personnel Directorate
A-2 – Intelligence Directorate
A-3 – Operations Directorate
A-5 – Plans Directorate
A-6 – Communications Directorate
ACCE-A – Air Component Coordination Element–Afghanistan
AES – Air Expeditionary Squadron
AETF-A/CC – Commander, Air and Space Expeditionary Task Force–Afghanistan
AEW – Air Expeditionary Wing
AFCENT – US Air Forces Central
CENTCOM – US Central Command
CFACC – Combined Force Air Component Commander
COMIJC – Commander, International Security Assistance Force Joint Command
COMISAF – Commander, International Security Assistance Force

COSISAF – Chief of Sta�, International Security Assistance Force
DCDR AIR – Deputy Commander for Air
DCOMISAF – Deputy Commander, International Security Assistance Force
DCOS AIR – Deputy Chief of Sta� for Air
EASOG – Expeditionary Air Support Operations Group
IJC – International Security Assistance Force Joint Command
ISAF – International Security Assistance Force
LNO – Liaison O�cer 
MOD – Ministry of Defense
MOTCA – Ministry of Transport and Civil Aviation
OPCON – Operational Control
TACON – Tactical Control
USFOR-A – US Forces–Afghanistan

Figure. Airpower command and control in Afghanistan
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Unexpected Challenge Equals Opportunity

Coordination may be achieved by cooperation; it is, however, best achieved 
by vesting a single commander with the authority and the capability to di-
rect all force employment in pursuit of a common objective.

— Air Force Doctrine Document 1 
Air Force Basic Doctrine, Organization, and Command 
14 October 2011

The IJC DCOS AIR position, the fourth role, has authority over the 
Kabul and Kandahar airfields, oversight of all conventional North At-
lantic Treaty Organization (NATO) fixed- and rotary-wing assets in 
combined/joint operating area–Afghanistan, a robust planning staff of 
approximately 20 personnel (mixture of NATO and US), and several 
key positions on the IJC operations floor within the air operations con-
trol center. The left side of the figure depicts the IJC DCOS AIR’s span 
of control. Within IJC, the DCOS AIR staff works closely with IJC Fu-
ture Plans and IJC Future Operations to integrate airpower into opera-
tional- and tactical-level planning. Additionally, the staff of the air op-
erations control center (currently led by an Air Force colonel) works 
closely with the combined force air component commander’s air op-
erations center during execution of air tasking orders to ensure the de-
livery of airpower effects where and when needed in support of the 
COMISAF’s objectives. Unexpectedly, in December 2011, Germany 
chose to cease filling the IJC DCOS AIR position.

Following approval from the chief of staff of the Air Force and the 
supreme allied commander, Europe, the 9 AETF-A commander also 
became the IJC DCOS AIR, a role that has proven instrumental in 
aligning unity of effort under unity of command. Whereas the air compo-
nent previously relied upon personal relationships and tight coordina-
tion to align the efforts of AFCENT and NATO airpower, the new struc-
ture provides a unity of command that streamlines decisions at all 
levels. One can find a clear example of the alignment benefits at Kan-
dahar Airfield, a NATO air base. The commander of this airfield, who 
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reports directly to the IJC DCOS AIR, runs many of the base facilities. 
Conversely, the 451st Air Expeditionary Wing, AFCENT’s resident 
wing at Kandahar, reports directly to the 9 AETF-A commander (see 
the figure). Under the old construct, the two chains of command never 
met, resulting in friction and time delays whenever a contentious is-
sue such as force protection or base support demanded attention from 
a senior officer. Under the new construct, the two chains of command 
technically still never meet, but they both reach the same senior offi-
cer in their chain, ensuring accelerated decision making with a much 
reduced potential for friction between the AFCENT and NATO chains 
of command.

Under the IJC DCOS AIR role, we implemented the additional mea-
sure of combining some of the 9 AETF-A/A3 and A5 staff with the IJC 
DCOS AIR staff, resulting in an increased level of interaction that did 
not occur under the previous unity-of-effort model. Operational- and 
tactical-level planning now occurs with the AFCENT and NATO plan-
ners sitting side by side—and they both have the same boss who gives 
them the same guidance. During the past year, we continued to de-
velop some of these positions, but every adjustment thus far has pro-
duced gains in combat effectiveness and coalition cohesion.

Furthermore, the IJC DCOS AIR realignment presented an opportu-
nity to reorganize the development of civil aviation in Afghanistan. 
The 9 AETF-A had a joint air traffic management cell that worked air-
space issues and aviation development while the ISAF deputy chief of 
staff for stability maintained an aviation development branch that had 
similar and sometimes overlapping functions. During the winter, we 
realigned all of these functions under the IJC DCOS AIR as the Com-
bined Aviation Development Directorate. By doing so, we brought to-
gether air traffic, airfield management/development, civil air control, 
international donor coordination, and the long-term plan for transfer 
of airspace control under a single commander; moreover, this realign-
ment effectively merged the AETF-A and NATO staffs working these 
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projects—another example of going beyond unity of effort and achiev-
ing unity of command.

Observations and Lessons
The AETF concept is working well in Afghanistan. Having an in-

theater commander has both clarified the lines of authority and en-
sured that the air component retains a seat at the table for key opera-
tional- and strategic-level decisions. No example more clearly paints 
this picture than the US force-reduction decision briefs that occurred 
between the commander, USFOR-A, and his subordinate commanders 
in the fall of 2011. US force reduction is a complex, tough, and some-
times emotional topic as the entire combined/joint operating area–
Afghanistan team works to reduce the US footprint while retaining the 
right capability to continue meeting the COMISAF’s objectives. The 9 
AETF-A commander, with tactical control of nearly 5,000 Airmen and 
operational control of an additional 5,000, received a seat at the table 
for these discussions. More importantly, from an Airman’s perspective, 
the air component was given a voice to advocate the value of airpower 
and had the opportunity to hear and understand other subordinate 
commanders’ points of view. Most significantly, from the perspective 
of the commander, USFOR-A, the room included an Airman who not only 
could articulate a position but also, without hesitation, agree to execute 
a course of action once the commander, USFOR-A, made a decision.

Having the senior Airman in Afghanistan simultaneously fill four 
roles works well in the current environment, but we should not auto-
matically consider this either the standard or template for future op-
erations. The character of counterinsurgency operations, the coalition, 
the geography, and the unique C2 structure of ISAF all played a part in 
morphing the ACCE into the multifaceted organization that exists to-
day. Serving multiple roles simultaneously and AETF activation 
should be considered a part of the Air Force’s tool kit for C2 in future 
operations, but we should not blindly turn away from more than 50 
years of airpower C2 based upon our experiences in Iraq and Afghani-
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stan. The latest edition of Air Force Doctrine Document 1, Air Force 
Basic Doctrine, Organization, and Command, does a good job of laying 
out the multiple options available for theater C2.7

Finally, change is inevitable. Our experiences in Afghanistan dem-
onstrated the importance of embracing change as an opportunity 
rather than viewing it as a challenge. We had minimal warning about 
the change in IJC command structure that took place in December 
2011, but the result took the form of a more effective fighting force that 
combined unity of effort under unity of command. With the approach 
of the 2014–15 transition, organizational realignment looms on the ho-
rizon; indeed, change is around every corner in Afghanistan. The spe-
cifics, timing, and players remain a mystery, but it will happen—
change is inevitable.

Looking Forward
Our team in Afghanistan tackled many more issues than simply or-

ganizational and C2 realignment during the past year. Oversight of 
force-management levels, implementation of air support to the Secu-
rity Force Assistance Model, planning for the post-2014 transition, and 
the drawdown of US forces to 68,000 by 1 October 2012 as directed by 
the president of the United States represented just a few of the major 
items worked by the AETF-A and its subordinate commanders. Addi-
tionally, the airpower we supplied to the coalition team every day across 
the spectrum of Air Force capabilities was a monumental accomplish-
ment, and I am extremely grateful to the Airmen serving inside and 
outside Afghanistan who morphed the air tasking order’s direction into 
tangible airpower every single day; they truly make it look easy.

Further, the 438th Air Expeditionary Wing, charged with supporting 
development of the Afghan air force (AAF) within NATO Training Mission–
Afghanistan, continues to press forward steadfastly with AAF develop-
ment and training. The 9 AETF-A commander’s opportunity to take a 
seat at the table has enhanced our understanding of the connection be-
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tween NATO Training Mission–Afghanistan and the 438th, as our Air 
Force brethren working alongside the AAF play a critical role within 
the COMISAF’s campaign plan. The 438th Air Expeditionary Wing now 
stands as an equal partner in the cross-check of the multirole 9 AETF-A 
commander, making certain that he receives the appropriate level of 
support from the entire air component. This cross-check and support 
will continue to grow in importance as the AAF reaches greater opera-
tional capability and independence.

Looking forward to the 2013 and 2014 fighting seasons, US Airmen 
serving in Afghanistan have both challenges and opportunities await-
ing them. We must continue working with our Afghan partners to de-
velop their air force and its sorely needed capabilities while finding 
creative solutions that maximize the amount of joint and coalition air-
power we provide to the increasingly independent Afghan security 
forces. Mitigation of civilian casualties also will remain a critical area 
as we move forward. Our air component has performed very well in 
this area, but we must continue looking for opportunities to improve. 
Finally, as Airmen, we must remain focused on the COMISAF’s objec-
tives. The character of the Afghanistan counterinsurgency continues 
to evolve—this dynamic fight demands constant reassessment of objec-
tives, apportionment priorities, and weight of effort. But if the air com-
ponent continues to retain the joint force commander’s objectives as 
our top priority, we stand a very good chance of delivering the right ef-
fects on the battlefield.

Closing Thoughts
According to Air Force Doctrine Document 1, “Airpower results from 

the effective integration of capabilities, people, weapons, bases, logis-
tics, and all supporting infrastructure.”8 One could replace the word 
airpower in that sentence with a successful military force and apply the 
same concept to our coalition in the combined/joint operating area–
Afghanistan. In Afghanistan, our Airmen work side by side with joint 
and coalition partners (including Afghans) to integrate the many 
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pieces of our team and form a successful military force. During the 
past year, our air component solidified the AETF-A construct and 
strengthened unity of command under the NATO and AFCENT ban-
ner. At the end of the day, however, the personal relationships and 
trust that Airmen build throughout all levels of war still matter more. 
Whether it’s an Airman working alongside an AAF partner, an Air 
Force MC-12 crew passing threat data to our ground brethren, or a 
group of senior officers deciding on the new phase of the campaign 
plan, the foundation begins with personal relationships and trust. 

Notes

1. See Maj Gen Charles W. Lyon and Lt Col Andrew B. Stone, “Right-Sizing Airpower 
Command and Control for the Afghanistan Counterinsurgency,” Air and Space Power Journal 
25, no. 2 (Summer 2011): 5–11.

2. The ISAF, part of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization, has responsibility for execut-
ing operations in Afghanistan. We commonly refer to the ISAF commander and his staff as 
the strategic headquarters and to the commander of the ISAF Joint Command and his staff 
as the operational headquarters.

3. Major General Lyon initiated this important priority: “Support the commander of 
ISAF. . . . Help him succeed . . . by his measures of success.” See Lyon and Stone, “Right-Sizing 
Airpower Command and Control,” 6. We altered the wording slightly in 2011, but the intent 
remained exactly the same. In the Afghanistan area of responsibility, the COMISAF / com-
mander of US Forces–Afghanistan is the joint force commander. We use these terms inter-
changeably throughout the article but distinguish between the two when necessary for the 
sake of clarity.

4. See Air Force Doctrine Document (AFDD) 1, Air Force Basic Doctrine, Organization, 
and Command, 14 October 2011, 99, http://www.e-publishing.af.mil/shared/media/epubs
/AFDD1.pdf.

5. Although the chain of command went directly to the combined force air component 
commander, we worked very closely with the deputy combined force air component com-
mander every day for both planning and execution.

6. See Department of Defense news briefing, Lt Gen Curtis Scaparrotti, ISAF commander, 
8 February 2012, http://www.defense.gov/transcripts/transcript.aspx?transcriptid=4973.

7. AFDD 1, Air Force Basic Doctrine, 94–98.
8. Ibid., 20.
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Thinking about Air and Space 
Power in 2025
Five Guiding Principles

Lt Gen Denis Mercier, French Air Force*

The year 2025 is not far away. However, the coming years will 
doubtless surprise us since geostrategic or technological devel-
opments are so unpredictable. The air and space environment 

will certainly feature major breakthroughs that we must be ready to 
face. This article does not claim to treat this topic comprehensively; 
rather, it suggests a few principles that one can apply to support a view 
of the stakes for tomorrow’s airpower.

Preparing for the future is difficult. One must select the time frame in 
order to build an innovative but realistic and reachable vision. Economist 

*This article is a revised version of the author’s postscript to Envol vers 2025. Réflexions prospectives sur la puissance aérospatiale 
(Takeoff for 2025: Thinking about the future of air and space power), Stratégie aérospatiale series, ed. Grégory Boutherin and Camille 
Grand (Paris: La Documentation Française, 2011).
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Peter Drucker used to argue that “the essence of planning is to make 
present decisions with knowledge of their futurity.”1 Indeed, the years 
between now and 2025 have already been defined by a program of or-
ders and deliveries that scales the format of military forces until 2020, 
within a given financial framework influenced by military forces. 
Consequently, any modification remains subject to the law of inter-
connectedness, whereby a new program must replace another one, or 
several, in order to avoid budgetary problems. Because such planning 
freezes capabilities until 2020, it takes on a budgetary character and 
limits strategic thinking to the time frame in question. Consequently, 
if we wish to go outside this framework, we must look beyond. The 
2025 time frame is significant because it gives strategic thinking a re-
newed scope, keeping in mind the objective of shedding light on the 
future so we can better assess today’s decisions.

Various approaches present themselves and numerous parameters 
require assessment as we seek to plan air and space power for the year 
2025. Given the difficulty of creating a definite vision of the future that 
will not be misunderstood, this article offers five principles that allow 
us to avoid the dual pitfalls of a vision that is too futuristic and discon-
nected from reality, or an approach that lacks innovativeness because 
of constraints imposed by current projects and studies.

First Principle: 
Overcoming Current Thinking,  
Which Can Bind Future Ideas

Although we must open up our thinking in a spirit of operational 
and technical innovation, Air Marshal Sir John C. Slessor reminds us 
that the lessons of the past still represent a tremendous source of data 
and experiments that we can revisit in anticipation of tomorrow’s 
stakes.2 Neither the visions of the future nor the lessons of the past, but 
the tyranny of today’s commitments imposes constraints on our think-
ing. It is very tempting to scrutinize operations in Afghanistan as a 
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way of imagining models of future forces, but the present is hazardous 
in that it has a strong legitimacy in countries where the news and cov-
erage by the media exert much influence on public opinion. Airpower 
plays a significant role in Afghanistan but remains insufficiently pro-
moted. On the one hand, its appreciation comes from successes that 
were as continuous as discreet; on the other hand, the visibility of its 
action is reflected in the land engagement. Airpower thus provides 
continuous surveillance, makes possible the stealthy designation of 
targets in a country with a number of natural or man-made vertical ob-
stacles, offers a wide range of kinetic or nonkinetic effects, and frees 
itself from land constraints for the transportation of personnel and 
equipment, all the while minimizing losses among both allied troops 
and civilians.

Several incorrect lessons drawn from that engagement involved air-
power. Given the very nature of the operation and fighting, we em-
ployed airpower in a wide range of missions, leveraging its variety of 
networked, interacting capabilities that combine their effects to benefit 
the tactical level. This situation reflects both the magic and perversity 
of networked operations. That is, integrating ever more versatile capa-
bilities that cooperate in open operating modes, regardless of the level 
of use to which they belong, increases the effectiveness of tactical ac-
tions conducted in the field. However, we forget that under other cir-
cumstances, some of the capabilities offer courses of action that pro-
duce a substantial range of effects at the strategic level.

Thus, using a new-generation reconnaissance pod on a modern plat-
form such as the Rafale or F-22 will supply the theater commander 
with highly significant images, but it raises the question of whether 
employing such platforms for this task constitutes overkill. However, 
these platforms equipped with that sensor, having taken off from the 
homeland and operating stealthily thousands of kilometers from their 
base, will give decision makers essential information on very short 
notice—a major strategic role.
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The relevance of strategic platforms does not necessarily lie in high-
intensity operations. The termination of the Mirage IV in 2005 after 41 
years of service made France neglect, for a while, long-range missions, 
whether reconnaissance or stealthy strikes against highly valued targets. 
Recent operations, including the conflict in Afghanistan, generated tac-
tical lessons that ignored this ability—important for any powerful na-
tion—to take advantage of airspace fluidity to conduct strategic mis-
sions against distant targets. The lack of such capabilities may have led 
us to consider them useless. In such instances, past engagements can 
enlighten us. The pre-positioning of forces has hidden the benefits of 
immediate projection. However, more distant, new areas of interest—
along with the need for certain stealthy missions—renew the relevance 
of capabilities whose ubiquity allows them to gather intelligence or 
strike with very short notice, including targets at great distances.

Operations in Libya offer a good illustration. Falling within the 
framework of Resolution 1973, passed on 17 March 2011 by the United 
Nations Security Council following a Franco-British initiative, the en-
gagement of air forces (first from France as early as 19 March [Opera-
tion Harmattan] and then from the North Atlantic Treaty Organization, 
starting on 24 March [Operation Unified Protector]) demonstrated the 
strategic advantages provided by the air arm in terms of reach, adapt-
ability, or long-distance strikes. The first bombs dropped during those 
air operations came from French Air Force Rafales and Mirage 2000Ds 
that had taken off a few hours earlier from their bases (Saint Dizier 
and Nancy), located more than 3,000 kilometers from the intervention 
area. The interdiction, reconnaissance, and ground attack operations 
conducted in Libya’s airspace also show the diversity of missions in 
which air forces can participate, including those in an environment 
less permissive than a theater such as Afghanistan due to the existence, 
admittedly limited, of surface-to-air threats. Those operations over 
Libya, which officially ended on 31 October 2011, remind us of the im-
portance of not focusing our thinking only on counterinsurgency op-
erations even though the latter seem to characterize the modern era.
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Using lessons from current operations is easy and free of risk be-
cause they give legitimacy to investments. As far as airpower is con-
cerned, if the last decade involved tactical operations, everything sug-
gests that the future will entail strategic actions or a combination of 
both—the first aspect influencing quantities and the second, clarity 
and identity. Ultimately, strategic missions—as illustrated by the op-
erations over Libya, among others—differentiate pure airpower from 
an air force that operates for the sole benefit of ground forces. As a 
matter of fact, these missions might represent a kind of transition be-
tween this tactical decade and the future that airpower will have to 
confront. We might as well consider them a warning about the poten-
tial risk of reducing airpower to a tactical dimension. To think of the 
air arm this way would strain its capabilities and harm the know-how 
that shapes its engagement.

Second Principle: 
Distinguishing among Effectors, Systems, and Platforms

Tomorrow’s airpower probably will rely less on complete platform-
based systems, as is the case today. A platform is nothing in itself. Dis-
tinguishing among effectors, systems, and platforms allows greater 
flexibility and certainly better adaptability.

Effectors Produce Effects

The mission’s effectiveness depends on the effectors (e.g., air-to-air or 
air-to-ground weapons, cameras, data-collection pods, cannons, or 
other devices). Different platforms can use the same effector. The ef-
fectors will become more varied in order to adapt to the power, lethality, 
use, and accuracy of the force. The credibility of airpower will rest on 
the most complete mix of effectors handling all types of missions. By 
2025 new effectors that enable better control of force and engagement 
of stealthier targets will join the mix. Later on, new effectors will ap-
pear as we develop nonkinetic effects, smart weapons, and directed-
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energy weapons. Furthermore, a combination of sensors able to collect 
information in a wide range of frequencies will enhance the accuracy 
of intelligence and surveillance.

Systems Provide Interoperability and Determine  
the Level of Network Integration

The system makes an effector more or less effective. Technology per-
mits a sophisticated system to adapt to unsophisticated platforms—
take, for instance, the Americans’ use of older aircraft such as the A-10 
in Afghanistan. Having proven its survivability, this aircraft carries out 
its air support missions perfectly, certainly better in this environment 
than would a new-generation platform. The A-10’s system underwent 
complete updating to take into account the complexity of engage-
ments, but its effectors remained very similar to those of the most 
modern aircraft. The system’s open architecture and capacity to com-
municate with other systems determine integration into complex op-
erations. The worldwide proliferation of airpower largely depends 
upon the integration of systems into a vast range of platforms.

The system causes effectors and platforms to cooperate. By 2025 we 
may begin to conduct continuous area surveillance with great accu-
racy and a proper refresh rate from satellites. If the accuracy of intel-
ligence obtained through satellites becomes widespread, transmitting 
from space in real time over a given area would represent a true break-
through in terms of surveillance capabilities.

Lastly, systems are associated with norms on which interoperability 
depends. Those norms will continue to lie at the center of major issues 
in the future. Given the development of networks and cooperative ca-
pabilities, systems will become the object of power struggles that weigh 
as much on industry as on the ability to operate within a coalition.
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Platforms Determine Missions

Very long range strategic platforms offer reach and omnipresence, 
whether for strikes, reconnaissance, or transport missions. The United 
States divides its platforms, distinguishing between strategic and tactical. 
For a country such as France, which has chosen versatility, the lessons 
from recent conflicts show the need for thinking about this principle 
in the design as well as the use of platforms. Any such analysis neces-
sitates drawing on all lessons learned from the operational use of the 
Rafale, the A400M transport aircraft, and the multirole tanker and trans-
port aircraft. The flexibility of certain capabilities and the integration of 
a substantial range of equipment and effectors (so long as they have an 
interoperable architecture) allow us to contemplate true operational ad-
vancements. However, even if the versatility of platforms permits mul-
tiple uses at different levels, this feature may create redundancy issues 
at the tactical level. As such, excessive versatility may hinder the under-
standing and visibility of a capability’s strategic character.

Recognizing that their fleets could become one of a kind and con-
tinue to operate for the next 30 to 40 years, most countries have en-
gaged in a modernization process. Air forces must be able to react to 
the speed and unpredictability of strategic and technological develop-
ments that emerge in 2025 and beyond. Although current capabilities 
are intended to be evolutionary, one should nevertheless pursue the 
analysis of operational interest of new platforms, such as long-range 
heavy airlifters, possibly combining combat and support functions; 
manned, remotely piloted, or even optionally manned delivery sys-
tems; airships; and miniature systems able to operate in swarms.

In preparing airpower for its flight toward 2025, one must do more 
than remove concerns about preserving the necessary flexibility to mi-
grate toward innovative capabilities while avoiding unique fleet pit-
falls. More than likely, budgets and maintenance costs will not allow 
significant fleet enlargement, but keeping certain fleets in service be-
yond 2025 may create a new window of modernization different than 
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the midlife updates of platforms designed to last for 30 or 40 years, 
which hinders innovation.

This situation applies to combat as well as transport capabilities. That 
is, transported resources, covered distances, and deployment bases 
may favor the development of platforms with more or less tactical ca-
pabilities that can operate from various environments. Aircraft capable 
of conducting operations from makeshift airfields (e.g., heavy or light 
air-mobility vehicles) will complement transport fleets, and new plat-
forms such as heavy or fast helicopters—even airships—may appear.

Wherever possible, one must emphasize simplicity through solutions 
that are pragmatic, affordable, and appropriate to the operational con-
text and geographic environment. The year 2025 and beyond will fea-
ture many dual platforms whose onboard systems will differentiate 
their military capability.

Surveillance depends upon the sensor, which guides thinking and 
provides broad or narrow coverage as well as accuracy. The system 
creates interoperability, integration, and data transmission within the 
required time frame. The platform, which determines use, compromis-
ing among vulnerability, speed, and persistence, may function in dif-
ferent environments and may be interchangeable.

A primitive platform dedicated to a specific environment and possibly 
derived from existing equipment will carry out targeted tasks better 
than a multipurpose generic delivery system. A good-quality electro-
optical turret installed on a tactical transport or light aircraft may prove 
quite effective in certain environments and conditions of use. A drone 
will offer persistence, a transport aircraft interchangeability and hori-
zontal reach, and a satellite near invulnerability and vertical exten-
sion. Combat aircraft would prove more suitable for reconnaissance.

Surveillance and reconnaissance missions become more effective 
through a broad combination of platforms such as manned or re-
motely piloted aircraft, drones, and satellites, each complementing 
the others. An important differentiation lies in the ability to operate 
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inside or outside sovereign spaces. However, these considerations 
must not make us forget that platforms give airpower its identity and 
that they remain the most important element of missions executed in 
the core of the air and space power domain.

Globalization extends the area of strategic interest worldwide, mak-
ing air and space power all the more relevant. The ability to reach any 
point in the world through the air and outer space heightens the im-
portance of commanding the endo- and exoatmospheric spaces. This 
struggle for command of airspaces involves open confrontation be-
tween opponents, unlike the situation in land or ocean spaces, where 
asymmetric courses of action undermine the equilibrium. In the realm 
of air and space power, however, the strongest prevails. Confrontations 
on land may combine primitive and modern capabilities effectively, 
but air war requires force and domination since the opponent is never 
asymmetric. (Granted, a number of nonstate actors [e.g., the Liberation 
Tigers of Tamil Eelam (Tamil Tigers) and Hezbollah] operate in the third 
dimension either by engaging platforms, including remotely controlled 
ones, or by trying to challenge traditional air and space powers for use 
of the third dimension.) The current air arms race and the prolifera-
tion of sophisticated combat aircraft or surface-to-air systems offer the 
best illustration of the force and domination that air war demands. A 
platform is a most important and obvious component of domination.

Long-range conventional or unconventional strategic missions also 
rely on platforms. These missions, along with airspace control, will 
characterize tomorrow’s airpower. However, combat support, recon-
naissance, in-theater air mobility, or ground attack—all of them less 
strategic in nature, depending on the level of space control—can make 
do with primitive platforms.

Air and space capabilities often attract criticism because they are ex-
pensive. Thus, more flexible capabilities would better meet our needs 
while keeping costs under control. This approach must guide air and 
space power as it adjusts to future circumstances and resists over-
reliance on versatile effectors, systems, and platforms. Although they 
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do not determine quantities, platforms related to space control and 
strategic missions will give airpower its clarity and condition its iden-
tity, as they did in the past. By this logic, distinguishing among effec-
tors, systems, and platforms will shape the development of tomorrow’s 
industrial landscape as well as national or international cooperation.

Third Principle: 
Discriminating Personnel for Future Systems

A capability consists of effectors, a system, and a platform. The ope-
rator, the most important link, whether inside or outside the platform, 
produces the effect. With new delivery systems such as drones, the 
main operator controls the sensor since all or part of the flying can be 
automated. This arrangement closely links the operator to the effector, 
whereas the mission’s success previously depended more on flying the 
platform. This new role for operators leads to a thorough rethinking of 
their skills and training.

Airpower will become more dependent upon the cooperation of 
several capabilities. Air refueling, for example, strengthens the strate-
gic nature of a delivery system by giving it extra reach. The same 
tanker can act as a picture- or video-transmission relay, thus offering 
real-time operation. Data links increase mission effectiveness, 
whether by controlling spaces or cooperating with ground or naval 
forces. Surveillance systems feed combat capabilities, providing them 
with updated situations.

These examples will only multiply, allowing any air capability to fit 
better in more environments, to manage its data, and to create the ap-
propriate effect with the right pacing. This cooperation among capa-
bilities, the result of networking actors who operate in all environments, 
will have no bounds, as satellites explode the boundaries of visual range. 
Limitations will become increasingly human; for instance, airpower’s 
handling of information will depend on the ability of men and women 
to do so. In 2025 and beyond, the coexistence of different platforms 
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and their communication capabilities both in-theater and worldwide will 
multiply their effectiveness tenfold. Technology makes that possible.

Although today’s technology levels the playing field—unlike the situa-
tion during previous generations, when pilots’ combat skills differenti-
ated between them—the ability to integrate and fit into complex net-
works will likely become defining. Airmen will not have an equal 
understanding of complex systems. Some will have the capacity and 
training to devise networks and understand their place in uncertain 
environments in which they can determine their perimeter of respon-
sibility; others will be destined to act only in a limited number of 
bounded networks. These differences will prove fundamental in plan-
ning as well as in command and control and operations, inevitably cre-
ating expansive disparities. We must prepare for this eventuality, ana-
lyze the related skills, and fit them into training. Thus, the current 
military reform in France may produce a beneficial side effect. That is, 
by under standing their place in the new complex organizations and 
networks involving many actors, individuals will have indirectly pre-
pared themselves for future operational environments.

Fourth Principle: 
Acknowledging Joint Integration’s  

Dependence upon Airpower
The airspace is a shared environment. All of the world’s forces in-

clude airmen who contribute to airpower development. Airmen will 
continue their association with all types of engagement, one way or 
the other, through transport, strike, ground attack, support, surveil-
lance, or intelligence missions.

The airman will become indispensable. The infantryman in Afghani-
stan does not see the airman, yet the latter is present everywhere—fly-
ing drones remotely; embedding with commandos; controlling close 
air support missions; flying combat or transport aircraft; or operating 
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in command and control structures, merging information and provid-
ing updated data to in-theater commanders. By having airmen operate 
in any environment, we guarantee freedom of movement. The net-
working and coordinating of all air capabilities will allow airmen to fit 
even better into operations in their entirety.

Even though joint work within staffs has existed for a long time, we 
need improvements in the field. Understanding airpower’s role in all 
aspects of an operation’s execution will facilitate true joint integration, 
permitting more integrated courses of action. We can do this only if all 
airpower components interconnect in common networks that are not 
partitioned into environmental segments, such as air-land or air-sea 
segments. The full integration of air capabilities of different environ-
ments and services will enhance joint cooperation at the tactical level.

Fifth Principle: 
Airpower Will Move Higher and Drive  

Future Industrial Challenges
The year 2025 will likely see such innovations as the more flexible 

use of outer space and the commonplace employment of medium- and 
high-altitude drones. The self-deployment of drones and their integra-
tion into air traffic will give these platforms a strategic character, put-
ting them at the core of airpower and allowing more interdepartmental 
use. In the more distant future, technical advances will lead to the de-
velopment of stratospheric drones (high-altitude platforms), adding the 
benefits of increased persistence and space observation without suffer-
ing the drawbacks of the air and space environments. When the tech-
nology becomes available, the use of the stratosphere—a space still 
free today—will become an important issue for civil and military traf-
fic. The first vehicles to use it will likely be long-endurance drones. 
Once access to this realm becomes widespread, the nature of its first 
use, civilian or military, will determine the weight in the development 
of future regulations.
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By 2025 we may witness such space missions as satellite de-orbiting 
as well as the interception or destruction of space vehicles. Clearly 
some countries are positioning themselves for these developments, 
having learned that investing in this field is not as costly as commonly 
thought. Any country that wishes to become a major actor in space 
must find a strategy which encourages evolution of the requisite know-
how and technologies. For example, launching a supply module to the 
international space station and then controlling it from the ground 
demonstrates real skills in this field. Despite budgetary constraints, 
the continuation of studies such as those designed to develop reactive 
space interception modules will prove essential to controlling freedom 
of action in space during the future.

The flight toward 2025 also involves industrial stakes. With regard to 
progressive areas such as space or drones, the armed forces will con-
tinue to act as a driving force and partner in industrial development. 
These stakes will depend upon the military’s accommodation of exist-
ing or future regulations and its investment in the human and finan-
cial resources necessary to guarantee the freedom of use and move-
ment in shared environments.

Conclusion
Only the decisions made in the appropriate window of opportunity 

will prove correct. To be right too early is as useless as letting opportu-
nities go by. Planning the future involves foreseeing the consequences 
of today’s decisions, taking into consideration lessons from the past. 
Airpower suffers from a major constraint as it attempts to imagine the 
future: more than any other force, it is subject to technological devel-
opments. Although certain areas draw their inspiration from yester-
day’s great battles and established principles of war, technological 
breakthroughs modify the evolution of air strategy. This dimension 
overlaps the others and complicates thinking.
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In 2025 and beyond, a complex reality will combine manned and re-
motely piloted—or even optionally manned—vehicles. The continuity 
of endo- and exoatmospheric spaces will become more obvious. More 
or less sophisticated platforms will operate side by side, overlapping 
civil and military applications. And the third dimension will witness 
all manner of confrontations. This complexity will continue to encoun-
ter criticism because that which is hard to understand tends to intimi-
date. A new dimension, communication, will become a priority in or-
der to explain how actors in various environments will benefit from 
these developments, giving rise to challenges involving training, the 
integration of air and space power in the future, and, as a conse-
quence, the identity of those who control air and space capabilities.

Air-land operations will remain tied to the land environment, as 
will air-sea actions to the maritime environment. The full spectrum 
of strategic missions and air command and control missions lies at 
the core of the air and space airman’s identity, unbounded and en-
compassing all environments. By 2025 those missions will have re-
gained all of their meaning. The flight toward 2025 will take place in 
the air and space environment. More than ever, we must shed light 
on the future in order to make the right decisions today regarding 
our people and capabilities. 

Notes

1. Peter F. Drucker, Management: Tasks, Responsibilities, Practices (Oxford, UK: Butterworth-
Heinemann, 1974), 121.

2. J. C. Slessor, Air Power and Armies (1936; repr., New York: AMS Press, [1982]), x.
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Lt Gen Denis Mercier, French Air Force
A graduate of the French Air Force Academy (“Capitaine Caroff de Kervezec,” 
class of 1979), Lieutenant General Mercier received his commission as a fighter 
pilot in 1983. He flew Mirage F-1C and 2000C fighters as a squadron member 
and then leader at Orange Air Base (AB) and Dijon AB (Squadrons 1/5 “Vendée” 
and 3/2 “Alsace”; and 2/5 “Ile-de-France”). In 1990 he became deputy com-
manding officer and then commanding officer of Squadron 1/12 “Cambrésis,” 
flying the Mirage 2000C (Cambrai AB). In 1994 General Mercier became deputy 
head of the manpower office at the Air Combat Command (Metz). He joined 
the Collège Interarmées de Défense (Joint Defense College) (Paris) in 1996 
before being assigned to the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) office 
of the joint operational planning staff (Creil). In 1999 he was appointed deputy 
head of the combined joint task force department at NATO’s Northern Com-
mand (Brunssum, Netherlands) before taking command of AB 112 “Comman-
dant Marin-la-Meslée” in Reims in 2002. In 2004 the general joined the Air 
Force Staff as deputy chief and then chief of plans. Promoted to brigadier 
general on 1 December 2007, he became deputy to the assistant chief of staff 
“Performance-Synthèse” of the Air Force Staff. In 2008 he took command of 
the Air Force officer schools in Salon de Provence before becoming chief mili-
tary adviser to the minister of defense and veterans affairs in 2010. He was pro-
moted to lieutenant general on 1 February 2011. An officer of the Legion of 
Honor and of the National Order of Merit, General Mercier has 3,000 flying 
hours, including 182 in combat missions.
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Operationalizing Knowledge
A New Chapter in the Saga of  
US War Fighting and Cognition

Philip Kao*

War is the unfolding of miscalculations.

—Barbara Tuchman

This article addresses what has changed in the conduct of war, 
especially with respect to the way intermediate-level leaders—
lieutenants to colonels and some noncommissioned officers—

experience, talk about, and conduct their business within the context 
of the operational level of war. In modern military parlance, the 
United States and many militaries around the world divide warfare 
into three levels: strategic, operational, and tactical. Most people con-
ceive of the individual military member as simply a tactical entity—

*I presented an earlier draft of this article at Soldiering: The Afterlife of a Modern Experience; the Annual Interdisciplinary 
Humanities Graduate Student Conference, the Humanities Center, Harvard University, 22–23 April 2011.
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someone who engages the enemy in close physical proximity, con-
ducting maneuvers within a specific domain such as the battlefield, 
sea, or air. This article, however, looks at the art of war from the per-
spective of the operational level: a practice, an outlook, and a set of or-
ganizing and planning constructs situated between tactics and strategy.

To some extent, this study deals with and in abstractions. Many of 
the concepts discussed, tested, and implemented by the US Depart-
ment of Defense (DOD) appear vague and open-ended. Nevertheless, 
the article attempts to give the reader an account of some of the de-
bates going on within the military institution—debates not readily 
found in public culture. As discussed later, the operational level of war 
is not just an organizational or even a bureaucratic construct. Rather, it 
is a contested space, a nexus of theory and praxis, where the modeling 
of enemy networks and the flirting with ideas and frameworks such as 
complex adaptive systems structure the formation of actual military 
units and organizations. Debates featured in various blogs catering to 
“warrior-monk” types of professional soldiers, such as the Small Wars 
Journal blog, are turning the operational level of war into a discourse. 
Ways of conceiving the enemy and making sense of the political pur-
poses and desired end states of military campaigns are not just policy 
platitudes left to higher-level and civilian-led strategies. Nor are they 
ignored or simply forgotten about by the military, as one might as-
sume. These issues are addressed in some ways more intellectually 
and intensely by service members working at the operational level 
than by politicians and national civilian leaders.1

The structure of this article is simple. First, it offers a very brief ac-
count of the history of the operational level of war, including a further 
discussion and refinement of definitions along with a treatment of re-
cent developments in operational thinking, functions, and areas of re-
sponsibility. It then proceeds with a case example of an organizational 
command and control (C2) entity—US Joint Forces Command’s stand-
ing joint force headquarters (SJFHQ)—in order to showcase the extent 
to which campaign design and planning have become epistemological, 
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bureaucratic, and cognitive at the operational level. A few points re-
garding how defense and development concerns relate and come into 
being as a “system of systems,” requiring new models of thinking and 
adaptation, follow naturally from the case example.

The Operational Level of War
In a broad and limited sense, military strategy concerns itself with 

the geopolitical outcomes of war or a particular military campaign. A 
more nuanced way to think about strategy takes into account the ways 
in which military organizations strategize and implement certain ideas 
and practices in order to attain specified aims.2 Strategy encompasses 
higher-order agendas such as national security, peacekeeping, and eco-
nomics (including the economics of conflict).3 Situated between tactics 
and strategy is the operational level of war, a term relatively absent 
from the history of Anglo-Saxon military terminology and thought.4 
The operational level endeavors to translate strategic objectives into 
military campaign plans, focusing on the combination of tactics em-
ployed to assert decisive victory over an enemy. Service members and 
defense contractors in-theater who work at the operational level de-
sign campaigns and orchestrate operations (using not only military but 
also economic and political assets). In 1982 the operational level of 
war officially appeared for the first time in US military doctrine.5 Ac-
cording to a joint doctrine publication, “The operational level links the 
tactical employment of forces to national and military strategic objec-
tives. The focus at this level is on the design, planning, and execution 
of operations using operational art: the application of creative imagina-
tion by commanders and staffs . . . to design strategies, campaigns, and 
major operations and organize and employ military forces” (emphasis 
in original).6 Although the boundaries among the strategic, operational, 
and tactical can be quite blurry, operations have come to encompass 
the bulk of campaign design and planning. Jacques Richardson makes 
the additional point that “strategy tends thus to be linear and stable, 
[while] operations [are] linear but often of unpredictable stability.”7 The 
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term operational art, then, describes the skills, operating concepts, and 
“art form” of engineering successful campaigns at the operational level. 
At this level, military members serve as conduits and translators be-
tween strategy and tactics; they are also knowledge organizers, data 
miners, and process managers. More than anything else, the opera-
tional level has shaped the growing bureaucracy of warfare and the ex-
panding military-contractor / knowledge-economy complex.

The appearance of new railroad systems and the growth of modern 
armies in the latter half of the nineteenth century meant that logistics 
needed more planning and that the fate of war likely would not de-
pend upon the outcome of any one or two decisive battles, but upon 
the result of a series of strategic engagements. This prospect gave rise 
to the notion that a war of annihilation is no longer always tenable or 
desired. Tactical operations require more medium-term planning and 
strategic vision. In the early twentieth century, Soviet-era Russian and 
German war thinkers developed flanking techniques and various 
styles of attack, including the German blitzkrieg, which constituted 
early operational planning and coordination. The sequencing of tacti-
cal battles over space and time became associated with the operational 
level of war: a level of “grand tactics” exercising deception, deep at-
tacks, strikes against the center of gravity, and the element of surprise.

The operational level of war has evolved significantly since World 
War II. War of attrition is no longer the foremost strategy. Instead of 
pursuing cumulative destruction (and attrition-style warfare), the mili-
tary utilizes relational maneuver to disrupt an enemy’s system by tar-
geting its weak points. In relational maneuver, avoidance of the ene-
my’s strength is paramount. Edward Luttwak further explains that 
although war of attrition depends upon resources, relational maneuver 
depends upon knowledge.8

In today’s context, the operational level has grown in size and scope. 
Many people believe that discussions at the national strategic level 
about how and why we go to war are seldom firmly grounded in the 
unfolding operational nature of war. Rather, the abstract national po-
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litical terms used in these discussions shed little light on just what the 
operations and complexities of war really amount to. Justin Kelly and 
Mike Brennan observe that our national civilian leaders have become 
mere sideliners and “strategic” sponsors of war.9 War as a national ex-
perience and enterprise has become increasingly separated from civil-
ian life and governance. Because contemporary politics demands 
briefer wars, deployments, and smaller combat footprints, the opera-
tional level is left with serious challenges. It has to devise comprehen-
sive campaigns, stretching across a broad range of domains, that in-
volve traditional military objectives, nation building, and development. 
Refashioned concepts and resurrected “working philosophies” such as 
the shock-and-awe campaign, as well as winning hearts and minds and 
systemic operational design, are examples of recent obsessions with 
operational art. The shift towards viewing and modeling the enemy as 
a complex adaptive system and the emphasis on devising new pro-
cesses for decision making based on sensing-deciding-acting-adapting 
feedback loops continue to inform missions today.

Effects-Based Operations and the  
Standing Joint Force Headquarters

Recent developments in operational-level thinking have led to new 
frameworks and organizational constructs—changes fueled by the mili-
tary’s focus on knowledge and information management. Intelligence 
no longer involves just revealing secrets and deciphering code; rather, 
intelligence professionals gather vast information and turn databases 
into elaborate epistemological networks, maps, and systems. Buzzwords 
like transformation and the knowledge battlefield reverberate in meeting 
rooms and twinkle in the rituals of PowerPoint slide presentations. The 
immediacy of complexity meets with the engineer’s obsession for plan-
ning, and what soon emerges are organizational constructs, touted as 
planning multipliers, and C2 weapons systems. Development issues are 
also necessarily brought into the fold, especially in the postconflict 
phases of war, to deal with stabilization, transition, and reconstruction. 
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In a very telling account of this so-called mission creep, H. R. McMaster 
in a chapter detailing effective civilian-military planning, asserts that 
“operational level plans should identify and advance macroeconomic 
policies that remove obstacles to economic growth (for example, legal 
impediments to foreign direct investment and subsidies that provide a 
disincentive to entrepreneurship or incentivize corruption) and provide 
a stable economic environment (such as low inflation).”10

My experience working with the SJFHQ at Joint Forces Command in 
Norfolk, Virginia, in 2007 highlights just how one of these multifaceted 
planning and information-gathering organizations operates.11 The SJFHQ 
received official sponsorship back in October 2004 when former secretary 
of defense Donald Rumsfeld directed that each regional combatant com-
mand establish its own SJFHQ as part of a larger transformational push to 
support the global war on terrorism. The history of the SJFHQ, however, 
reaches back even further to the military experiments and exercises for-
mulated in the late 1990s. In particular, Millennium Challenge 2002 
(MC02), a large-scale military game and exercise costing approximately 
$250 million, explored and tested future war-fighting concepts, including 
the advent of new communication technologies and net-centric warfare. 
Consisting of live exercises, computer simulations, and role players, MC02 
displayed several concepts. Some of them received lukewarm reception 
while others having to do with knowledge networks and the leveraging of 
computers to gather and share information received nearly immediate 
validation.12 The SJFHQ, one such organizational construct “in play” dur-
ing MC02, sought to realize an operational concept called effects-based op-
erations (EBO). Maj Craig Barkely defines EBO as

operations that are planned, executed, assessed, and adapted based on a 
holistic understanding of the operational environment in order to influ-
ence or change system behavior or capabilities using the integrated appli-
cation of selected instruments of power. . . . Effects-based planning inte-
grates diplomatic, informational, military, and economic elements to 
create the desired condition to meet the national objective. However, it is 
important to remember, an effect describes the potential or intended con-
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dition of the political, military, economic, social, infrastructure, and infor-
mational systems not the immediate target effects at the tactical level.13

EBO generated a plethora of supporting tools and derivative con-
cepts as well. Conceived of as a holistic approach to understanding the 
operational environment of the enemy, EBO looked to influence be-
havior by generating and anticipating the first-, second-, and third- 
order effects of any given action or inaction across a wide range of do-
mains. The enemy and its networks were converted into an intricate 
and evolving system of systems, including such categorical divisions 
as the political, military, economic, and so forth. As an epistemological 
approach, EBO needed a new language, new measurements, and a ma-
trix of inputs and outputs. Its four operating components consisted of 
a further breakdown into knowledge-base development as well as ef-
fects-based planning, execution, and assessment. The knowledge-base 
component included formation of the collaborative information envi-
ronment (CIE), defined as a process and network(ing) tool. The ability 
of planning officers and military members in the field to share infor-
mation in real time became formalized. CIE consisted of a virtual con-
figuration of networks and chat rooms that fostered communication 
between military and civilian governmental organizations. The shared 
information provided system-of-systems-analysts data that they could 
interpret in their attempts to locate critical nodes and centers of gravity 
for planning an array of strikes. Meanwhile, information collected and 
analyzed fed another concept called the operational net assessment 
(ONA). This concept functioned as an evolving database, producing in-
formation on specific nations and regions as well as various stakehold-
ers and interrelationships between those stakeholders in the context of 
historical and projected contingencies. In theory, ONA was the SJFHQ’s 
planning touchstone, serving as an integrated and continuous model of 
institutional memory.

The SJFHQ consisted of 58 core members, with an additional six 
 system-of-system analysts as needed, organized for the purpose of aid-
ing in the rapid establishment of a joint task force (JTF) headquarters. 
The concern was that past JTFs and JTF headquarters had to pull people 
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together in an ad hoc fashion in order to respond to a given crisis. These 
crises often carry normative labels such as humanitarian assistance, 
disaster recovery, and major combat operations. Having a separate 
group not tied to a service-specific command or even pulling resources 
away from a regional combatant command’s staff ensured the SJFHQ’s 
ready availability for deployment. Additionally, since SJFHQs trained 
and worked together on planning and populating the ONA databases, 
they were already joint, ready to serve as the core around which a JTF 
headquarters would then coalesce during operations. SJFHQs were 
created to save time and to introduce flexibility as well as new war-
fighting and operational-level concepts while offering the military a 
“low density, small footprint, but high demand” solution.

The SJFHQ organization included four main areas of working respon-
sibilities: information superiority, planning, operations, and knowledge 
management. The information superiority group worked with the CIE 
and contributed much to the ONA, discussed earlier. The planning group 
consisted of experts, or individuals trained to locate subject-matter ex-
perts, in such diverse fields as political-military affairs, service-specific 
capabilities, special operation forces, and nongovernmental organizations. 
Additionally, planners doubled themselves into red and blue team counter-
parts, role-playing how an enemy might plan and conduct operations in 
the same battlespace. The operation group within the SJFHQ monitored 
ongoing missions and focused on measuring and tracking the effects of 
certain actions taken by the JTF. Meanwhile knowledge managers 
worked on organizing information and provided guidance on where to 
find relevant and timely information in order to conduct various tasks.

In their relatively short life span, SJFHQs have been deployed to 
Iraq, Afghanistan, Lebanon, Pakistan, Doha, Japan, and New Orleans. 
The SJFHQ provided its team members a venue for reflecting on the 
nature of the civilian interagency as well as the tensions and fissures 
among strategy, operations, and tactics. EBO called for campaign de-
signers and planners to use and leverage a host of assets, including 
those residing beyond the DOD. Everyone understood that the phrase 
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implementing the national instruments of power did not denote a form of 
collective strategy but an exercise involving intricate operational art. 
My work and interviews with various SJFHQ members revealed that, 
from their deployments and training exercises, many of them learned 
about the uncoordinated nature of civilian-military relations and the 
impossibility of operationalizing the knowledge and tools theoretically 
resident within a whole-of-government approach.

Defense and Development
The type of military planning undertaken today at the operational 

level, especially in places like Iraq and Afghanistan, amounts to what 
generals and military analysts have called mission creep. Battles are 
no longer just mechanized outbursts of war or even the advanced coor-
dination of air and land strikes across multiple echelons. Furthermore, 
US warfare has changed significantly since Vietnam. Operational art-
ists will have us believe that the battlefield stretches across a multitude 
of domains. Consequently, Soldiers, Sailors, Airmen, and Marines func-
tion as multitaskers training on the job, or as my colleagues said, “fly-
ing while building the plane at the same time.” Future military members 
will serve as security advisers, civil protection trainers, economic and devel-
opment coordinators, and civil/electrical engineers. In the long and short 
of it, they have become ambidextrous nation builders and consultants.

It is useful to remember that during decolonization, social scientists 
and political thinkers began treating the newly formed nations as a 
real-world problem and an academic subject fruitful for social science 
research and theory making. At the same time, area studies blossomed 
in conjunction with the Cold War, and development began to take 
shape as a “New World Order,” promising to deliver modernization and 
progress to Frantz Fanon’s The Wretched of the Earth.14 During this pe-
riod, traditions were at once being reinvented by nationalist elites and 
confronted by processes of modernization. Social theories and concepts 
engaged with real-world political concerns surrounding the can-do 
modernization era immediately following the end of World War II. More 
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often than not, these theories helped reproduce the power structures 
of Western hegemony in its categorization and treatment of societies 
as (un)stable, (un)developed, (un)modern, and, ultimately, “things” 
that could be studied, understood, and controlled.

Foreign policy makers and social scientists were interested in the 
transition from traditional societies to modern nation-states and in ways 
to study changes in society. Societies not under the complete control 
of Western industrialized nations appeared volatile and entropic—in 
need of development and, hence, security. Development seemed an 
insurgency prophylaxis that defense had to administer and manage 
from the beginning. As we fast-forward to the present, this legacy is 
still with us today: the US military conducts its business from the op-
erational standpoint that it is a force for good.

If war is entering a new period of reenchantment, this reenchant-
ment is not due simply to advances in technology. For Christopher 
Coker, the modern military can perform surgical strikes and limit the 
number of casualties because war is much more about gathering and 
evaluating information.15 Rather than just redrawing the map, new 
wars transform the world ideologically. This does not represent any-
thing new in world history, but incorporating development, humani-
tarian assistance, and postconflict stabilization and nation building into 
war amounts to a different kind of reenchantment. Things become 
much more interrelated, and dense networks across space and time 
challenge the military member’s ability to process information and re-
spond quickly and effectively. As a result, this challenge has come to 
bear on the theory and praxis of operational art.

Conclusion
According to Peter Paret, “Wars are fought not to be won but to gain 

an objective beyond war.”16 This statement captures not only the con-
troversies and ambivalence surrounding the US military’s attitude to-
wards itself and recent missions but also the way it plans and makes 
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sense of these objectives at the operational level. EBO failed, or is fail-
ing, for many reasons. On the one hand, during EBO’s concept devel-
opment and experimentation phase, several senior generals expressed 
skepticism over the rigid nature of cumbersome networks and systems 
modeling. They saw EBO as a solution looking for a problem not yet 
articulated or even well understood. On the other hand, the SJFHQ ad-
opted the EBO framework as an operational design and planning tool. 
Various members of the SJFHQ acted as representatives of various 
functionalities—subject-matter experts—and some even stood as proxies 
for and brokers in civilian-military relations. In the absence of ideal-
ized interagency at the national strategic level, the SJFHQ attempted 
to replicate and erect a simulacrum of various strategic viewpoints and 
interagency stakeholders.17 SJFHQs and the US Joint Forces Command 
no longer exist, but the SJFHQ concept has transitioned into a set of 
joint enabling capabilities residing within logistics at the Joint Staff 
level. EBO, however, continues to elicit debate. Critics rightfully ask 
how we can know for sure that certain actions will lead to certain ef-
fects. Others, however, maintain that EBO is useful for specific situa-
tions and that nodal and air strikes based on EBO have proved success-
ful in the recent past. These continuing debates resemble and echo a 
military-science version of the structuralist/poststructuralist practice-
theory paradox: when all you have in mind is structure, you end up 
seeing change; and when you are obsessed with change, you are sure 
to find structure and patterns.

Operational art will continue to evolve as a consequence of changes 
in war and vice versa. The pendulum certainly has swung the other 
way for now. Many military officers are preaching more than ever for 
a return to a simpler mission and a more restricted notion of the op-
erational. They are clamoring for civilian leaders to issue a trickle-
down approach, whereby strategy and bureaucracy pave the way for 
clear-cut operations and campaigns with tangible and attainable goals. 
But this is impossible.
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The operational level of war standardizes and systematizes the way 
military members plan and even experience military operations. Air 
Force and Navy operational artists are busy making their designs and 
plans interoperable—or “joint,” to use the catch phrase. In peacetime, 
national militaries train together and adopt terminology; they are ex-
changing more than just beans and bullets. Even though technologies 
and processes so vital to the operational level of war are a far cry from 
the battles of antiquity, the uniformity of experience these servicemen 
and servicewomen share today continues. They validate new opera-
tional concepts and even maintain situational awareness from the 
comfort of an air-conditioned room before a panel of flat-screen moni-
tors. Some will continue as knowledge and project managers on future 
teams like the SJFHQ—reservist incarnations of their corporate selves. 
Meanwhile, troops on the front line are becoming more sophisticated 
and imbued with a disproportionate sense of incommensurable realities 
and responsibilities. They will have to cope and interface with the vari-
ous levels of warfare, for if nothing else, these levels are already onto-
logically ascribed onto them. In a recent monograph on how opera-
tional art devoured strategy, Kelly and Brennan say that “an American 
soldier on a street corner in Baghdad not only personifies a strategic 
decision to invade Iraq, but also the entire political, social, diplomatic, 
cultural, and economic evolution of the United States from before its 
war for independence. The actions of this [soldier] are fraught with a 
broad spectrum of implications—military, Iraqi domestic political, U.S. 
domestic political, and international political implications.”18 
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Airpower in the Interagency
Success in the Dominican Republic

Lt Col S. Edward Boxx, USAF

Harnessing the power of disparate organizations with different priorities 
and procedures is a daunting task.

— Joint Publication 3-08 
Interorganizational Coordination during Joint Operations 
24 June 2011

Although the role of airpower in the interagency presents Air-
men with unique challenges, it allows creative and innovative 
solutions for many of the problems facing joint task force 

(JTF) and combatant commanders. For many of today’s officers who 
find themselves comfortable within their own service or joint military 
environment, the term interagency conjures images of working with 
reticent civilians within cumbersome command and control (C2) 
structures and ill-defined relationships. In fact, Joint Publication (JP) 
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3-08, Interorganizational Coordination during Joint Operations warns that 
“military policies, processes, and procedures are very different from 
those of civilian organizations. These differences may present signifi-
cant challenges to interorganizational coordination. The various USG 
[US government] agencies often have different, and sometimes con-
flicting, goals, policies, procedures, and decision-making techniques, 
which make unified action a challenge.”1 The fact that the military 
works within the interagency is not new, but as problems facing the 
United States become more complex, international, and multifaceted, 
we can expect the pressure on the interagency process to increase. 
Consequently, the Air Force must be able to employ airpower effec-
tively during such operations. This article explores the best way to en-
sure Airmen’s effectiveness in the interagency by proposing the joint 
air component coordination element (JACCE) as a possible solution. 

Dominican Sovereign Skies: 
A Counter–Transnational Organized Crime Initiative

Transnational organized crime and illicit trafficking in US Southern 
Command’s (USSOUTHCOM) area of responsibility represents one 
such interagency issue. The command deems illicit trafficking “a sig-
nificant threat to security and stability in the Western Hemisphere.”2 
How can airpower fit effectively into this process, especially in light of 
the daunting, nontraditional objectives blended within an interagency? 
For an answer, we need only look to Dominican Sovereign Skies, a 
counter–transnational organized crime (C-TOC) initiative that illus-
trates the JACCE’s role within the interagency task force.

The C-TOC mission in USSOUTHCOM’s area of responsibility offers 
just one example of the unconventional threats (e.g., illicit drugs, illegal 
weapons, threat finance, and human smuggling) that confront the 
United States.3 Organizations such as Customs and Border Protection, 
the Drug Enforcement Administration, and the US Coast Guard are 
well versed in this mission; traditionally, however, the Air Force does 
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not include C-TOC among its core competencies or mission sets. The 
Joint Interagency Task Force South (JIATFS), the organization within 
USSOUTHCOM responsible for the C-TOC mission, “conducts inter-
agency and international Detection & Monitoring operations, and fa-
cilitates the interdiction of illicit trafficking and other narco-terrorist 
threats in support of national and partner nation security.”4 Control-
ling a joint operating area of 42 million square miles and primarily fo-
cused on the Western Hemisphere Transit Zone, the JIATFS includes a 
JACCE from the supporting air component. Before proceeding, this ar-
ticle now turns to the JACCE’s origins and its original raison d’être.

Development of the Joint Air  
Component Coordination Element

First implemented during Operation Iraqi Freedom in 2003, the 
JACCE concept met the need for close coordination and support for 
ground forces after leadership decided that a ground campaign would 
initiate removal of the Iraqi regime.5 Moreover, the specter of an un-
successful operation still haunted Air Force planners. A year earlier 
during the ill-fated Operation Anaconda in March 2002, air and ground 
components failed to coordinate effectively. By introducing the JACCE 
concept, the Air Force sought to correct such air and ground planning 
problems. Since then, JP 3-30, Command and Control for Joint Air Op-
erations, has defined the JACCE as a facilitator that integrates “joint air 
power by exchanging current intelligence, operational data, support re-
quirements, and by coordinating the integration of [the joint force air 
component commander’s] requirements for [airspace coordinating 
measures], fire support coordination measures, [personnel recovery], 
and [close air support]. JACCE expertise should include plans, opera-
tions, [intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance], space, airspace 
management, air mobility, and administrative and communications 
support.”6 JP 3-30’s inclusion of the JACCE in greater detail is to be 
commended, but the definition remains slanted towards conventional 
C2 structures rather than the expansive, complex, and unique inter-
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agency mission. The JACCE concept not only has enabled effective 
airpower in the traditional task force structure but also has the poten-
tial to make an effects-based impact in the interagency.

An insightful review by the Air Force Inspection Agency in 2010 
captured lessons learned from the JACCE in US Central Command’s 
(CENTCOM) area of responsibility. Revealing the JACCE’s potential for 
enhancing its capabilities, the study observed that

the current command structure in the CENTCOM [area of responsibility] 
creates seams that challenge the integration of airpower and place in-
creased emphasis on the role of the [J]ACCE. . . . [Furthermore,] the effec-
tiveness of . . . [J]ACCE teams has consistently improved with time. . . . 
[J]ACCE directors have been empowered with increased decision making 
authority . . . and have also been encouraged to accommodate supported 
commander requests, even if it means sacrificing airpower efficiency to 
do so.7

The Air Force can transfer these lessons learned to the interagency for 
the following reasons.

During either a homeland defense crisis or a humanitarian assis-
tance / disaster relief scenario, the interagency will experience “seams” 
in its C2 structure. If CENTCOM, which has perfected its craft during 
more than 10 years of constantly using kinetic (traditional) airpower, 
still experiences C2 seams that warrant a JACCE, then imagine the 
seams created when an interagency task force stands up with little 
warning in a time of crisis. Most air components tasked to support an 
interagency task force or operation will not be colocated. In the case of 
the JACCE director at JIATFS, located in Florida, the supporting air 
component is Headquarters Air Forces Southern (AFSOUTH), thou-
sands of miles and multiple time zones away in Arizona. The sup-
ported commander or interagency organization must be able to reach 
out to the JACCE team to integrate airpower solutions quickly and con-
sistently. According to Gen Mike Hostage, former combined force air 
component commander in CENTCOM, C2 “in multiple joint operating 
areas does not allow the theater [combined force air component com-
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mander] to stand side by side with each ground commander—a fact 
that has hampered discourse and cooperation with our joint partners.”8 
In the case of the joint interagency, the problem may not involve 
multiple geographical locations but the mission set. For example, 
when the JIATFS executes a singular C-TOC mission, the fact that it 
has a mission-focused JACCE allows the air component to effectively 
meet the demands of the supported task force commander. Not all task 
forces require a JACCE, but the air component must address whether 
or not such a need exists. Would a JACCE increase airpower effective-
ness at the JTF or interagency headquarters?

A recent study of what made the JIATFS the “crown jewel” of the 
inter agency noted that “liaisons from partner agencies are empowered 
by their parent organizations to make decisions that commit their 
agencies to action.”9 In this Dominican example, the JACCE—armed 
with an understanding of commander’s guidance, intent, priorities, 
and acceptable risk—integrated airpower within the interagency. In 
other words, because the JACCE could make decisions and had in-
depth understanding of the supported commander’s needs, it applied 
airpower effectively. Further, the JACCE construct suits the demands 
of the interagency model/culture because, regardless of the impor-
tance of airpower’s efficiency, it is not the overriding mantra for the 
JACCE’s director. Neither the interagency nor the supported task force 
commander wants to hear a rigid airpower response or dissertation on 
the proper use of airpower; rather, they want a capability matched to a 
requirement and a problem solved. It is paramount that the JACCE di-
rector be trained and have the experience to make those sorts of deci-
sions. The director should also be familiar with the broad expanse of 
potential JACCE roles outlined in the latest version of JP 3-30, men-
tioned above. As the Air Force Inspection Agency observes, “[J]ACCE 
teams span the spectrum of operations from major combat to humani-
tarian relief,” perhaps making them the ideal airpower construct for 
integration within the interagency.10
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Case Study: 
The Use of Airpower in the Dominican Republic

Airmen readily comprehend the concept of air sovereignty and 
can apply it to great effect, as the ensuing case study of air success 
in the Dominican Republic makes evident. All interagency success 
stories begin with a combined effort involving diverse organiza-
tions. This particular joint interagency team effort included the US 
Department of State, the Dominican Air Force Mission, the JIATFS 
Dominican country liaison officer and a core of action officers, Air 
Force reserve instructor pilots, Drug Enforcement Administration 
agents, and USSOUTHCOM leadership.11 Ultimately the Dominicans 
themselves deserve credit for eradicating illegal flights into their 
country, but the air component’s role demonstrates the critical part 
that the JACCE can and should play within an interagency task 
force. The Dominican Republic’s virtual elimination of illicit air 
trafficking and protection of its air sovereignty stand as prime ex-
amples of successful airpower application within the interagency.

In 2003 the Dominican Republic experienced a rise in illicit drug 
movements by air, culminating with a peak of 119 events in 2007 (fig. 1). 
Aircraft taking off from South America would simply fly the few hours 
to the Dominican Republic, air-drop packages of cocaine, and then re-
turn to their point of origin. Almost 20 percent of this drug flows through 
the Western Hemisphere Transit Zone via air, and at one time nearly 
half of that air flow was destined for the Dominican Republic (fig. 2). 
Like traditional shipping companies, drug traffickers embrace the air 
conveyance because of its speed and control, versus the slower mari-
time mode, which could take up to weeks along a more circuitous and 
perhaps “unsupervised” route. The Dominican Republic’s geographical 
position (near the US and European markets), political stability, and 
low cost of living make it a favored location not only for tourists but 
also for business-savvy criminal organizations. These factors help ex-
plain the crescendo of illicit air activity into the Dominican Republic 
until implementation of the Sovereign Skies initiative. Undoubtedly we 
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can point to the first intercept of an air track of interest by a Domini-
can A-29 Super Tucano (directed by an E-3 Airborne Warning and Con-
trol System [AWACS]) on 23 October 2010 as the watershed event of this 
initiative. No other aircraft has attempted to enter sovereign Domini-
can airspace from South America following that event (fig. 3). The 
drop-off of air activity has been nothing short of amazing.
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Figure 1. Illicit air events into the Dominican Republic, 2003–11. (Courtesy of Mr. 
Leif Konrad, operations analyst, JIATFS Analysis and Research Group, Key West, FL, 
1 December 2011.)
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Figure 2. Illicit air events in 2009. 
(Courtesy of Mr. Leif Konrad, operations 
analyst,  JIATFS Analysis and Research 
Group, Key West, FL, 1 December 2011.)

Figure 3. Illicit air events in 2011. 
(Courtesy of Mr. Leif Konrad, operations 
analyst,  JIATFS Analysis and Research 
Group, Key West, FL, 1 December 2011.)

The Sovereign Skies initiative began in 2009 as a three-tiered approach. 
That year, the Dominican Republic’s air force (DRAF) purchased eight 
A-29 Super Tucanos from Brazil in order to stem the shipments of co-
caine flown into the country. In parallel, the US Department of State 
explored the procurement of night-capable helicopters while the Do-
minicans themselves purchased Israeli-made radars and started build-
ing a new air C2 facility. Later in 2009, USSOUTHCOM tasked AFSOUTH 
“to develop an aerial training program for Dominican Republic Air 
Force A-29 pilots . . . to achieve air sovereignty within the Dominican 
airspace.”12 By any measure, this represented a daunting task: creating 
a tactical air force and establishing air sovereignty in a country that re-
ceives half of the illegal flow of drugs—and doing so with no identified 
funds or budget. But the JACCE within the interagency task force 
proved itself the ideal construct for enabling the air component to 
meet the challenge.

The DRAF—the last air force to fly the P-51 Mustang—has a proud 
tactical tradition, but because of an aircraft accident in 2000, it stopped 
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flying tactical aircraft (AT-37s) for nine years.13 Understandably, as 
noted in figure 1, illicit flights increased during this time. Although the 
DRAF found itself flush with experienced pilots in 2009, they no lon-
ger possessed the tactical skills necessary to intercept a noncoopera-
tive small target at night. Although JP 3-30 does not include creation of 
tactical air forces for a partner nation or building partnership capacity 
as JACCE tasks, this vignette clearly demonstrates the impact of air-
power within an interagency JTF.

Organization and Structure

The air component commander at the time, Lt Gen Glenn Spears, 
identified the JACCE as the mechanism to tackle air sovereignty in the 
Dominican Republic, an observation that made airpower sense for a 
number of reasons. The JACCE comprehended the challenges of air-
borne illicit trafficking and understood the contributions airpower could 
provide to the supported JIATFS commander. The DRAF had just sent 
its first liaison officer to the JIATFS, thus colocating that officer, the 
JACCE, and the JIATFS staff. Moreover, the JACCE enjoyed correct 
staffing, including officers experienced in radar, C2, and tactical aircraft; 
enlisted C2 specialists; civilian radar analysts; and the ability to reach 
back for expertise from fighter instructor pilots. Clearly the JACCE was 
well suited to tackle Sovereign Skies. Additionally the use of terms like 
air sovereignty and A-29 fighters gave the JACCE what General Hostage 
refers to as “a seat at the table.”14 According to JP 3-08, “The focal point 
for operational- and tactical-level coordination with civilian agencies 
may occur at the JTF HQ, the join field office, the civil military opera-
tions center . . . or the humanitarian operations center”; in this case, 
the focal point resided at the JIATFS—the location of the JACCE.15

As reinforced in JP 3-08, “successful interorganizational coordination 
enables the USG to build international and domestic support, conserve 
resources, and conduct coherent operations that more effectively and 
efficiently achieve common objectives.”16 The Sovereign Skies inter-
agency team knew that any initiative presented to USSOUTHCOM 
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needed be lean and innovative—one that would yield results almost 
immediately.17 The JACCE harnessed the diverse airpower resources 
necessary to implement an effects-based Sovereign Skies program and 
at the same time satisfy interagency concerns. Solutions included an 
A-29 fighter syllabus authored by US Air Force personnel and taught in 
Colombia where eight Dominican pilots learned the use of night vision 
goggles, formation flying, and intercept procedures with dissimilar air-
craft such as the Colombian air force’s C-560 tracker platforms. Creation 
of a career field in ground control intercept for the DRAF addressed 
the fact that its A-29s had no air intercept radar. Subsequent develop-
ment of a syllabus for a course taught in Colombia produced five con-
troller graduates who have returned to the Dominican Republic. At the 
same time, exchanges of numerous C2 subject-matter experts, radar 
site surveys, and integration visits to air operations centers took place. 
AWACS and A-29 aircraft conducted quarterly interoperability missions 
and crew certifications, resulting in more than 100 successful A-29 
close-control intercepts directed by the E-3. Accompanied by the 
JACCE, DRAF leadership visited US fighter bases, witnessing air con-
trol and fighter operations and flying in F-16 intercept missions con-
ducted by US Air Force ground control intercept. A DRAF A-29 cadre 
flew aboard an AWACS during actual C-TOC missions, observing first-
hand the communications and coordination required for successful air-
craft intercepts. Finally the JACCE displayed the enhanced Air Force–
DRAF cooperation by coordinating an AWACS flyby during the 2010 
International Caribbean Air Show held in the Dominican Republic.18 
Because of the number of agencies involved and the focus on overall 
air interdiction, the JACCE took the lead in planning and executing the 
Sovereign Skies initiative. As JP 3-08 points out, “Within the USG, mili-
tary and civilian agencies perform in both supported and supporting 
roles. However, this is not the support command relationship de-
scribed in Joint Publication 1, Doctrine for the Armed Forces of the 
United States. Relationships between military and civilian agencies can-
not be equated to military command authorities.”19 This observation 
proved especially true in the Dominican case study in that none of the 
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interagency organizations worked for each other; nevertheless, a 
JACCE is exceptionally capable of bridging those gaps between mili-
tary and civilian agencies with regard to effective airpower.

Results of Integrating the Joint Air  
Component Coordination Element

Did airpower alone solve the problem of illicit flights into the Domini-
can Republic? Absolutely not. However, even though the exact calcu-
lus for success is not entirely clear, the air component had a profound 
effect. Substantial operations against networks of drug trafficking orga-
nizations (DTO) and increased anticorruption measures by Dominican 
authorities occurred simultaneously, but analysts highlight the incident 
of 23 October 2010 as a turning point for illicit air trafficking in the Do-
minican Republic. Furthermore, DRAF officers are convinced that Sov-
ereign Skies’ use of airpower made a definitive impact: “You only have 
to look in the skies of Santo Domingo, and you will see and hear our 
Super Tucanos on patrol. Every day El Diario [Dominican newspaper] 
publishes articles about training with the Colombians and the USAF. 
The DTOs know the Colombian Air Force A-29 pilots are some of the 
best in the world and USAF AWACS patrol the skies between Hispaniola 
and South America, and they are providing intercept control to our 
A-29s.”20 The benefits of a trained tactical air force have also increased 
cooperation within the Dominican counterdrug interagency. For ex-
ample, Dominican patrol boats request air support through a simple 
text message that produces a DRAF A-29 on scene in a matter of min-
utes. On multiple occasions, based on interagency intelligence, A-29s 
have launched and intercepted maritime targets, subsequently vector-
ing nearby patrol boats for cocaine seizures and arrests.

No doubt the DTOs recognized the formidable task of flying cocaine 
into a country with an air force trained, equipped, and determined to 
preserve its air sovereignty. William Brownfield, US assistant secretary 
of state for the Bureau of International Narcotics and Law Enforcement 
Affairs, notes that “our measure of success will always be a couple of 
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years behind the reality on the ground . . . because drug traffickers and 
criminal organizations do not report their figures and statistics to gov-
ernment institutions.”21 Consensus within the JIATFS, however, held 
that the environment for the DTOs simply became too difficult to fly 
cocaine into the Dominican Republic; the cost-benefit analysis of this 
particular business model revealed that flying to other locations, such 
as Central America, would be cheaper and easier. Moreover, Sovereign 
Skies made the DTOs change their conveyance from air to maritime—
now targeted by the JIATFS and the Dominicans. As for the air compo-
nent, it learned that pairing a highly capable C2 asset such as the E-3 
AWACS with a partner nation’s air force can yield impressive results.

Admittedly, the precise effect of airpower in this scenario remains 
unknown. To ensure that the Dominican Republic does not revert to a 
destination of choice for DTOs, the JACCE continues to assist in C2 in-
tegration and oversees regular AWACS and A-29 crew certifications. To-
day every Dominican A-29 pilot sitting alert has been certified with 
AWACS-directed intercept control. As Rear Adm Charles Michel, the 
JIATFS director, declared, “Once the aircraft stopped flying into the 
Dominican Republic, I didn’t want them going back.”22 One must note 
that illicit drug trafficking in this country has not diminished—just use 
of the conveyance. Drugs continue to enter the Dominican Republic, 
albeit either by “legal” commercial airline flights or by maritime traf-
ficking, and the price of drugs on the streets of Santo Domingo has not 
significantly changed. Regardless, Sovereign Skies has effectively de-
nied unrestricted access through the air domain.

Conclusion
What can we learn from the Dominican case study? Answering this 

question involves addressing two others. Was the supported JTF com-
mander satisfied? Was airpower effective within the interagency? The 
response to both is an emphatic yes. Rear Admiral Michel commented 
that “those red lines representing illegal air tracks mean something to 
me. That’s 20 percent of the cocaine flow and not something JIATFS 
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can ignore.”23 Indeed, each of those illegal sorties carried approxi-
mately 300 kilograms of cocaine worth $6 million (US).24 In 2009, for 
example, these flights accounted for half a billion dollars worth of co-
caine. Also from the JIATFS director’s perspective, the current lack of 
“red lines” or illicit aircraft into the Dominican Republic clearly shows 
the effect of joint airpower. Although measuring success within the 
inter agency and judging airpower effectiveness is not always easy, the 
Dominican case demonstrates the dramatic impact of airpower applied 
correctly. Additionally, it underlines the necessity of placing a JACCE 
in the interagency, especially at the JTF. General Hostage adeptly re-
lied on the JACCE within a geographical combatant command, but 
sometimes the task-focused JTF or interagency task force needs a 
JACCE. Take, for instance, the case of Maj Gen Garry Dean, former 
commander of Air Forces Northern. On a visit to the JIATFS in 2010, 
he wanted to better support the needs of the interagency in his area of 
responsibility (in this case, JTF-North, located in EL Paso, Texas) by 
using airpower or the air component as effectively as possible.25 When 
he discussed this matter during a tour of the JIATFS, the JACCE re-
sponded unequivocally: “Send a JACCE to El Paso.” Indeed, General 
Dean subsequently named a JACCE to JTF-North; since then, coordi-
nation between the task force and air component has improved, and 
support for the task force has benefited from greater and more creative 
airpower support.26

The need for effective airpower at the JTF or within an interagency 
organization will not diminish but continue to grow and exert pressure 
on the C2 seams. We should examine existing interagency task forces 
or traditional task forces as opportunities for JACCE involvement. In 
the case of unplanned humanitarian assistance / disaster relief events 
such as earthquakes, tsunamis, and civil defense, we should determine 
during crisis-action planning whether or not to include a JACCE. For 
Airmen, the interagency at times conjures a byzantine process far re-
moved from structured military operations, but the Dominican case 
study demonstrates how airpower can make a difference. The Domini-
can success illustrates a concept readily understood and studied by 
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Airmen—air sovereignty. Arguably, however, we can transfer this prin-
ciple to any joint interagency task force or initiative. It is quite possible, 
for example, that an interagency cyberspace or counter–nuclear prolif-
eration task force could include a JACCE that would effectively address 
the naturally occurring seams that impede the successful integration 
and employment of airpower. In sum, complex challenges to the na-
tional security of the United States likely will create greater emphasis 
on interagency solutions that will include skill sets singularly pos-
sessed by an Air Force JACCE. 
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Lt Col S. Edward Boxx, USAF
Lieutenant Colonel Boxx (BA, University of Texas–El Paso; MAS, Embry-Riddle 
Aeronautical University) assumed command of Detachment 2, Headquarters 
Twelfth Air Force, Naval Air Station Key West, Florida, in October 2009. He 
serves as director, Air Component Coordination Element–Joint Interagency 
Task Force South, responsible for integrating Air Force assets in the 42 million 
square mile joint operations area. A command air battle manager with 3,474 
flight hours and an instructor and/or evaluator in the E-8C and E-3B/C aircraft, 
he has flown in numerous wartime, contingency, counternarcotics, and Joint 
Staff–directed operations, including Southern Watch, Provide Comfort, Tiger 
Rescue, Restore Democracy, Iraqi Freedom, Enduring Freedom, and Noble 
Eagle. Lieutenant Colonel Boxx was selected as an Air Force Fellow for 2012 
and will soon join the faculty of the Washington Institute for Near East Policy.
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Ten Thousand Feet and Ten 
Thousand Miles
Reconciling Our Air Force Culture to Remotely Piloted 
Aircraft and the New Nature of Aerial Combat

Maj Dave Blair, USAF

We have just won a war with a lot of heroes flying around in planes. The 
next war may be fought by airplanes with no men in them at all. . . . Take 
everything you’ve learned about aviation in war, throw it out the window, 
and let’s go to work on tomorrow’s aviation.

—Gen Henry “Hap” Arnold, US Army Air Forces, 1945

Introduction: One Story, Two Complexions
Heavy fire from a DShK .50-caliber machine gun pins down a team 

of Navy SEALs.1 Outnumbered and outgunned, the team has one life-
line—the aircraft on the other end of their joint terminal attack con-
troller’s radio. The aircraft lies well outside the range of any of the in-
surgents’ weapons, but that thought doesn’t cross the mind of the pilot 
as he focuses solely on his comrades, who do not enjoy the same lux-
ury. Lightning quick, a GBU-12 puts the DShK out of commission.2 Two 
minutes later, missiles from the striker make short work of a group of 
insurgents trying to flank the team. No longer pinned, the SEALs re-
turn fire, and the adversary falls back. Once the dust settles, the 
friendlies make their way back to the exfiltration site.3 When the tale is 
told, the actions of the aircrew made the difference between life and 
death for the brave members of this special operations force.

By far the most important part of this story is the knowledge that the 
good guys came home safe. Still, we could tell this same story with the 
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crew of either an F-15E Strike Eagle or an MQ-9 Reaper remotely piloted 
aircraft (RPA) as the protagonists. In the former case, our institutions 
would likely herald the crew’s heroism with decorations, yet in the latter 
case, the same institutions would remind the crew that their efforts do not 
even qualify as “combat time.” The urgent needs of combat led to the ex-
plosive growth of RPAs, but the people who meet those needs hear that 
they are not in combat. This contradiction deserves a response.

Because institutional recognition conveys powerful messages about 
relative valuation, this distinction bears further exploration. The mili-
tary awards combat medals for combat, but in each new conflict, tech-
nology and tactics change our definitions—front lines expand along with 
the reach of new weapons. This fact certainly applies to current con-
flicts, initiated by enemies who struck the first blow when they attacked 
us in our homeland by way of globalized transportation and communi-
cations links—connections that now allow our warriors to participate in 
direct combat from the homeland. Hence, our definitions bear reexami-
nation in the light of this war’s globally decentralized battlefront.

Answering the Conventional Wisdom: Combat Risk
We begin with the counterargument that RPA operators aren’t in 

combat because they do not put their lives at risk. At the root of this 
idea is the concept of “combat risk”—lives at stake in the face of enemy 
fire qualifies that particular activity as combat. Two major reasons 
make this notion deeply problematic: (1) we don’t differentiate be-
tween gradations of technologically mitigated risk in other platforms, 
and (2) in the case of RPAs, it is simply untrue.

On the first count, what is the differential risk between 10,000 feet 
and 10,000 miles in current conflicts? When a manned aircraft with two 
spare engines scrapes the top of a combat zone, well outside the range 
of any realistic threat, why do we consider that scenario “combat” yet 
deem a Predator firing a Hellfire in anger “combat support”? Diving to the 
heart of the issue, we must conclude that technological advances which 
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reduce combat risk should not lessen the reality of combat. Apologists 
for the status quo often decry defenses that leverage technology as cow-
ardly, yet those perspectives typically find themselves overrun by indi-
viduals able to embrace the changes that technology has wrought. (The 
examples of firearms in Japan, medieval crossbows, and submarines in 
World War I all speak to entrenched orders who invoke honor to defend 
themselves against technological advances.)

Recalling one particularly vociferous (and inebriated) F-22 pilot, who 
emphatically asserted that “fighting a war via video teleconference 
isn’t very honorable,” we might say the same for firing a missile be-
yond visual range from a fighter cloaked with stealth technology. It 
would be hard to imagine that the same individual would feel com-
pelled to activate his radar transponder upon contact with the enemy, 
just to restore honor to his kill by mitigating his technological de-
fenses. The decentralized control system of the Predator fits no less 
well in the category of technological defenses. In other platforms, 
countermeasures and countertactics do not invalidate the reality of 
combat, even as they mitigate its risks—to do so introduces a deeply 
perverse and backward-looking incentive.

As to the second count, I do not believe that RPA operators are in 
less danger than their manned counterparts. In fact, I assert that it 
may well be the other way around. Recall that the individuals killed in 
the terrorist attack of 11 September 2001 on the Pentagon received the 
Purple Heart, a combat medal. This war is global, and our enemies 
have global reach as well. If we found ourselves in our enemies’ posi-
tion, would we spend the time and attract attention attempting to pur-
chase a high-profile missile when a terror attack on RPA operators in 
the continental United States would produce better results? God forbid 
that scenario comes to pass, but I argue strongly that the differential 
risk of being an RPA operator in this war is at least that of an in-theater 
pilot. How does a terror attack on the way to work differ from ground 
fire on initial climb-out? In both instances, someone comes under enemy 
fire en route to the target area.
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Moreover, the act of employing kinetics in anger brings with it a degree 
of personal risk. For one, operators are always subject to time-constrained 
judgments in accordance with the special instructions.4 Firing a weapon 
outside those rules can land them in jail. Beyond this instance, a well-
weaponeered “danger close” shot can end with a friendly casualty—the 
risk we accept with danger close.5 The legality of the shot, however, will 
not diminish its reality for the operator who took the shot; he or she will 
have to live with the consequences nonetheless. Along the same lines, an 
operator who shoots in accordance with rules pertaining to collateral dam-
age has to live with the images of the impact. It is hard to imagine a true 
combat-support sortie with these sorts of sequelae.

Toward a Deeper Understanding: Combat Responsibility
Combat responsibility offers a more reliable measure than combat 

risk. The former defines combat in terms of two elements: (1) unlim-
ited liability, including life and death, and (2) adversarial intent, pre-
cluding a win-win potential outcome (as in a natural disaster). The ex-
tent to which these elements are invoked is the extent to which an 
activity qualifies as combat. An individual holds combat responsibility 
if his or her choices may directly result in the saving of friendly lives 
or the taking of enemy lives. In other words, if individuals immedi-
ately cue, fire, or guide weapons or if they are directly entrusted with 
the lives of Soldiers, Sailors, Airmen, or Marines going into harm’s 
way, then they are in combat.6

Historically, combat risk and combat responsibility generally over-
lap. Before the advent of long-range missiles and data links, combat 
risk was typically a prerequisite to employing weapons against an ad-
versary. During times of great technological asymmetries, though, 
these definitions would diverge. A heavily armored samurai is effec-
tively invulnerable to all foreseeable threats, save another samurai. An 
archer with a longbow remains almost immune to direct combat be-
cause of his ranged weapons unless his lines break. A submariner in 
the early years of World War I has more to fear from the ocean than 
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from enemy weapons. When technological asymmetries drive these 
definitions apart, combat responsibility better captures the whole of 
combat; moreover, combat responsibility includes combat risk.7

What would a recognition model geared toward combat responsibility 
look like in our current air war? For manned aircraft, anytime aviators 
fly in a combat zone, they assume combat responsibility for them-
selves and their crew or element. Whenever pilots release a weapon in 
anger (including a cruise missile from outside the combat zone), they 
assume combat responsibility for that weapon’s effects. This scenario 
closely resembles the current policy but with a more expansive ratio-
nale—we measure people by their duty to their comrades in harm’s 
way as well as the risk to themselves.

RPAs demand a bit more interpretation. As opposed to a manned air-
craft, associated with combat defined geographically for the most part, 
the RPA requires a causal lens. That is, what individuals do on the sortie 
defines whether or not they are in combat. Interestingly, people may 
realize they’re going to be in combat only partway through the sortie. A 
sortie qualifies as combat if it includes both elements of combat respon-
sibility: (1) lives directly on the line (2) against an enemy in wartime. A 
sortie that does not meet this definition may satisfy a more relaxed one 
for combat support: second- or third-order actions that enable direct ac-
tions against the enemy. As a rule of thumb, someone in a position to 
make choices that directly affect the outcome is in combat. A person 
who puts someone else in that position provides combat support.

For example, we may consider sensor scans on a building or a major 
supply route combat support—actions against an enemy when lives 
are not directly on the line. This type of critically important mission 
can often have second- and third-order effects that save lives and strike 
targets. But at that moment, the person is not in a position to make de-
cisions that translate into life or death. Contrastingly, consider a simi-
lar sensor scan that finds a team emplacing improvised explosive de-
vices. When crew members spin up their missiles with a legal attack 
clearance, they are in combat. A steady stare on a building becomes 
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combat when a friendly strike force arrives to raid that building be-
cause the crew takes on combat responsibility for friendly forces on 
the screen. Target development and route scans typically remain com-
bat support. Kinetic strikes, support of direct action, and armed escort 
generally become combat.8

Therefore, in accordance with current guidance, a set sum of combat 
sorties would justify an Air Medal with the concurrence of the combat 
chain of command. Similarly, a sum of combat-support sorties justifies 
an Aerial Achievement Medal. For single-mission medals, causality is 
the prime consideration. To consider crew members for a single-mission 
Air Medal or a Distinguished Flying Cross, their actions must have been 
the deciding factor between life and death. If good guys would have died 
but for the actions of Lieutenant Smith, then the lieutenant is the causal 
factor in their survival. Similarly, if high-value target number four is 
about to enter a civilian area and Airman Jones’s superior skill allows a 
minimum-range shot while that individual remains targetable, then the 
Airman is the causal factor in the target’s demise. If Smith and Jones 
meet this requirement, we should consider their achievements on par 
with equivalent actions taken by the manned platform.

Conclusion: Combat Effects Trump Platform Prestige
At the heart of this discussion lies the sacredness of combat. Awards 

and decorations are among the highest avenues of formal recognition 
available to the military. The relative preference of awards sends a 
message that echoes very loudly indeed, telling a story of what the ser-
vice considers valuable and worthy of respect. A dangerous temptation 
exists to use awards to highlight a platform or a capability—the toxicity 
of this practice cannot be overstated. By doing so, we tell people that 
what they are (and what they fly) matters more than what they do; we 
tell them that prestige trumps valor. Consequently, we reinforce the 
caste structure and continue to generate self-fulfilling prophecies 
about relative performance. By starting with the fight and working 
backwards, we send a much better message: that we value someone’s 
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contribution to the fight. The difference that person makes is more im-
portant than the aircraft that he or she flies.

Primarily, this argument addresses cognitive consistency, which be-
comes all the more important, given the prodigious new cadre of RPA-
only aviators. When we have a great number of brand-new lieutenants 
and Airmen manning our current RPAs, we must help them make the 
mental leap from their ground control station into a combat zone 
they’ve never seen, especially when every normal cultural cue tells 
them they’re in peacetime New Mexico. The consequences of not do-
ing so are frightening. When every other asset in the stack and on the 
ground is in a combat mind-set, the prospect of a bubble of peacetime 
floating around the battlespace should be terrifying.

In a way, by telling these young warriors that they are flying combat 
support, we confirm their brains’ natural conclusion that they’re sit-
ting stateside rather than in US Central Command’s area of responsi-
bility (CENTCOM AOR). If we tell them they’re not in combat, who are 
they to disagree? By treating combat rather than prestige as sacred, we 
eliminate this contradiction and help these future leaders reconcile 
themselves to this new type of combat. In a nascent tradition of the 
maturing Predator and Reaper communities, plaques over the entry-
ways of combat spaces proclaim, “You are now entering the CENTCOM 
AOR.” Our RPA crew members truly believe this fighting creed. We ask 
only that the institution affirm its veracity.

As a parting shot, the Air Force has always survived and thrived as a 
service by pioneering and innovating.9 Though grounded in timeless 
truths of military thought, our niche is forging new ways of war, push-
ing the technological frontier to transform the way our nation fights 
wars. And we have done so very well—pushing from air to space and 
into cyberspace, changing in response to revisions in the nature of 
warfare that we ourselves have wrought. As General Arnold predicted 
long ago, we now fight in the air using a global fly-by-wire system 
whose control cables reach across space and cyberspace. But the initia-
tive and innovation that continually stretch the envelope cannot abide 
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entrenched privilege. Such privilege is rooted in the present implica-
tions of the past’s distribution of power and cannot stomach change, 
lest that distribution be reshuffled. It becomes the inertia that anchors 
us to the past. For a service that relies on innovation for survival, privi-
lege is poison. Our definitions and distributions of power should sup-
port the Air Force of the current and the next fight, not the last one. 
On that note, the Department of Defense’s Unmanned Systems Inte-
grated Roadmap predicts a force made up almost entirely of RPAs by 
the middle of this century.10 On the current trajectory, the only Air 
Medals will be the ones in history books. 

Notes

1. The Degtarayova-Shpagina Krupnokaliberniyy [Degtarayov-Shpagin heavy caliber] is a 
Soviet-era heavy machine gun common worldwide. “Degtyarev (DShK-38 and Model 38/46) 
12.7 mm Heavy Machine Gun (Russian Federation), Machine Guns,” Jane’s Information 
Group, accessed 23 February 2012, http://articles.janes.com/articles/Janes-Infantry-Weapons 
/Degtyarev-DShK-38-and-Model-38-46-12-7-mm-heavy-machine-gun-Russian-Federation.html.

2. The GBU-12 is a 500-pound laser-guided bomb common to US tactical aircraft. “GBU-10, 
GBU-12, GBU-16 Paveway II (United States), Bombs—Precision and Guided Munitions,” 
Jane’s Information Group, accessed 23 February 2012, http://articles.janes.com/articles 
/Janes-Air-Launched-Weapons/GBU-10-GBU-12-GBU-16-Paveway-II-United-States.html.

3. The term exfiltration site refers to the landing zone from which a special operations 
force departs the battlespace after completing its mission.

4. Special instructions are a set of overarching orders from the coalition force air compo-
nent commander that govern the employment of airpower in a combat theater.

5. The term danger close denotes fires employed in close proximity to friendly ground 
forces when the ground force deems that the danger from the enemy exceeds that from the 
munitions employed. Formally, it refers to ordnance delivery inside the 0.1 percent prob-
ability of incapacitation distance. Joint Publication 3-09.3, Close Air Support, 8 July 2009, 
V-20, https://jdeis.js.mil/jdeis/new_pubs/jp3_09_3.pdf.

6. To keep our terms clean, we use directly and immediately to refer to a participant only 
one causal step away from the outcome. This useful distinction differentiates between com-
bat and combat support. Combat-support actions are critically important in shaping out-
comes although their impact is not as causally direct as that of participants in the point of 
attack or defense.

7. Historically, as symmetry is eventually restored, these definitions converge once 
again. As an academic exercise, imagine dueling fleets of Chinese and American remotely 
piloted combat aerial vehicles searching for each other’s ground stations. In this circum-
stance, a seat in a manned aircraft might be a much more comfortable place.
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8. Logistically, crews would indicate whether or not they performed raid support or kinetics 
at the completion of their sortie—information retroactively input into the flight paperwork. 
This procedure resembles an accounting process for KC-135s, whereby the combat status of 
receiver aircraft retroactively dictates whether the mission was combat or combat support.

9. “Our Air Force owes its existence to visionaries who sought innovative ways to do 
things—instead of going through an enemy’s line, let’s go over it. Now is the time to boldly 
embrace the enterprising spirit that Airmen have long demonstrated by harnessing the lat-
est technology and developing novel ways of accomplishing the nation’s missions.” Gen Ed-
ward A. Rice Jr., “Building toward the Future,” Air and Space Power Journal 26, no. 1 (Janu-
ary–February 2012): 6, http://www.airpower.maxwell.af.mil/digital/pdf/issues/jan-feb 
/Jan-Feb-2012.pdf.

10. Department of Defense, Unmanned Systems Integrated Roadmap, FY2011–2036 (Wash-
ington, DC: Department of Defense, Office of the Secretary of Defense, [2009]), http://www 
.fas.org/irp/program/collect/usroadmap2011.pdf.
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Long-Range Strike
The Bedrock of Deterrence and America’s Strategic 
Advantage

Maj Wade S. Karren, USAF

Let us, therefore, beware of being lulled in to a dangerous security. . . . The 
expenses required to prevent a war, are much lighter than those that will, if 
not prevented, be absolutely necessary to maintain it.

—Benjamin Franklin, 13 May 1784

Long-range strike (LRS) and the often-associated phrase strategic 
attack are perhaps the most discussed but least understood terms 
in current military use.1 Despite, or perhaps because of, numer-

ous definitions and formulations, we tend to overlook the real value of 
LRS capabilities in the minor details of numerous acquisition plans 
and concepts of operations. Many components comprise America’s 
power to influence. Yet its ability to project conventional and nuclear 
military power across the globe at a time and place of our choosing 
represents the influential backstop for other US instruments of power. 
The latent threat of violence supported by a credible capability to hold 
an enemy’s most valued resources at risk with little notice or chance 
for defense gives LRS its ultimate strategic value. Similarly, nations 
that maintain a robust LRS historically retain a strategic advantage 
against peer or near-peer state actors. Although the platform, plan, or 
strategy may change, the purpose of LRS remains the same—to under-
gird political will by demonstrating credible, flexible, survivable, and 
visible military power. If the United States wishes to maintain a strate-
gic advantage across the globe, it should heed lessons learned by past 
global powers and place capable LRS among the highest priorities for 
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development, investment, and modernization—even in a fiscally con-
strained environment.

Sun Tzu, Carl von Clausewitz, and Henri Jomini all agreed that mili-
tary strategy seeks to meet national objectives through the use of 
armed force in conjunction with all other available means—often de-
scribed as instruments of power. Contemporary military theorists also 
concur with the premise that the use of armed force to attain national 
objectives still applies, even after increased globalization and the rapid 
development of technology. In his highly regarded work Military Strategy: 
A General Theory of Power Control, Adm J. C. Wylie posited that “the 
aim of war is some measure of control over the enemy,” which can be 
“direct, indirect, subtle, passive, partial or complete.”2 Wylie makes two 
important points regarding military power—it must effectively exert 
some level of control over the enemy system, but one need not neces-
sarily use it to exert control. In fact, the most effective control from 
LRS may come from weapons never physically employed against an 
enemy—specifically, nuclear weapons. Thomas Schelling echoes this 
conviction in his book Arms and Influence: “It is the threat of damage, 
or of more damage to come, that can make someone yield or comply. 
It is latent violence that can influence someone’s choice. . . . It is the 
expectation of more violence that gets the wanted behavior, if the power 
to hurt can get it at all” (emphasis in original).3 The more credible our 
capability to impose unacceptable damage or hinder an enemy’s 
critical interests, the greater our power to control his actions, even if 
military power is never independently sufficient to guarantee the re-
sults we desire.

Bernard Brodie, the father of modern strategic studies, speculated in 
The Absolute Weapon: Atomic Power and World Order that the introduc-
tion of nuclear LRS changed the character of warfare forever: “Thus far 
the chief purpose of our military establishment has been to win wars. 
From now on its chief purpose must be to avert them.”4 The deterrent 
effect of the force inherent in LRS assets can be much greater than the 
actual destructive effects. For instance, our bomber force might have 
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destroyed any worthwhile target in Korea and Vietnam, but the tactical 
and operational results proved insignificant compared to the strategic 
advantage gained by an LRS nuclear deterrent. The United States’ LRS 
supplied a military power backstop for its containment strategy against 
the spread of Chinese and Soviet communism. Despite the difficulties 
of measuring the success of deterrence, we may reasonably conclude 
that a believable LRS deterrent constrained Chinese and Soviet ac-
tions.5 Thus, although the power to destroy other societies with nu-
clear weapons has kept nuclear states out of existential wars, it has not 
preserved them from challenges of armed conflict. Consequently we 
need to maintain a comprehensive and credible LRS capability.

Long-Range Power Projection:  
A Strategic Imperative

The basic concept behind LRS—using military power projection to 
influence the behavior of others—is as old as human conflict itself. 
Whether it took the form of naval expeditions by Athenian amphibious 
forays deep into Sparta, overwhelming ground attacks by Mongol light 
cavalry archers, or the massive aerial bombardment of the Combined 
Bomber Offensive of World War II, projecting power with speed across 
a wide span of the enemy’s territory and interests has made attacking 
or defending against such forces increasingly difficult. Napoleonic war-
fare, as described by Jomini and Clausewitz, led subsequent military 
planners to seek ways to identify and attack an enemy’s decisive points 
and centers of gravity.6 These concepts of power projection framed 
early ideas of how to break the bloody stalemate of World War I. Col 
Edgar S. Gorrell consolidated the innovative ideas of military theorists 
and aviators like William “Billy Mitchell, William Sherman, Sir Hugh 
Trenchard, and Giulio Douhet, leading to the development of a prac-
tice commonly called “strategical bombardment.” In his World War I 
publication The Final Report, Gorrell called for a strategy using the 
flexibility and reach of airpower to bypass the strength of the enemy’s 
military formations and defenses to attack vulnerable, war-supporting 
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infrastructure.7 Though never implemented because hostilities ended 
in 1918, this idea served as the intellectual bedrock for the strategic 
bombing concepts developed in World War II.

During the 1930s, students at the Air Corps Tactical School studied 
the writings of Gorrell and Lord Tiverton to formulate the industrial 
web theory, which held that one could disrupt or destroy certain 
bottle necks of production and thereby incapacitate an enemy’s ability 
to make war.8 Unfortunately, the early theorists overestimated the de-
structive and moral effects of bombing and underestimated the effec-
tiveness of ground- and air-based defenses, as well as the resilience 
and regenerative capabilities of modern societies and their industrial 
complexes. Early bombers did not have the range, precision, or pay-
load to deliver a decisive blow to the enemy’s heartland. By the time 
air forces had sufficiently established air superiority, which would al-
low truly long-range platforms to deliver atomic weapons, the war had 
come to a close.

Despite the continuing debate concerning strategic bombing as an 
independent war winner, World War II demonstrated that ultimate vic-
tory came to the side that could project forcible power at a longer dis-
tance, preserving its own war capability while denying the same to its 
opponent. The proposed German strategy leading up to World War II 
offers an example of how a lack of LRS can affect a conflict. Agreeing 
with the LRS premise, Germany’s first chief of the General Staff, Gen 
Walther Wever, advocated a strategy of long-range strategic bombing. 
He based his strategy on bombing enemy bases, aircraft factories, war-
sustaining industries, and logistical networks in order to paralyze the 
enemy’s war-making capabilities.9 Fortunately for the Allies, General 
Wever’s untimely death in 1936 prevented his strategy from coming to 
fruition. His immediate successors and, ultimately, Hermann Göring, 
commander in chief of the Luftwaffe, fatefully steered the latter away 
from the long-range bombing strategy. Göring’s decision to develop 
shorter-range bombers such as the He-177 Griffon and the Ju-87 
Stuka, emphasizing tactical close air support of ground forces, allowed 
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aircraft-production facilities in England to survive the Battle of Britain. 
Despite the fact that Germany enjoyed a formidable tactical fighter 
force, its lack of strategic focus on LRS eventually conceded the strate-
gic advantage to the Allies by allowing British Avro 683 Lancasters and 
US B-17s and B-24s to project airpower from longer range without fear 
of long-range counterstrikes.10 The Allies were victorious in large part 
because they could continue war production unhindered, while the 
Axis powers found their war-fighting prowess constantly degraded by a 
combination of short- and long-range attacks. One may debate the ef-
fects of LRS in Europe, but after the use of atomic bombs on Hiro-
shima and Nagasaki and the end of World War II, the value of long-
range power projection became readily apparent. The latent threat of 
further violence by LRS proved valuable to the United States and the 
allies because it contributed significantly to the end of the war.

The value and capability of LRS had matured exponentially by the 
late 1950s with the introduction of intercontinental ballistic missiles 
(ICBM) armed with nuclear warheads. ICBMs enhanced the value of 
LRS by increasing standoff range and overcoming the lack of precision 
evident in World War II with nuclear yields. In the end, the ability of 
the United States and Union of Soviet Socialist Republics to project 
power through LRS developed to the point where, for all practical pur-
poses, each country could hold the entire planet at risk of instanta-
neous annihilation. LRS subsequently became the backbone of each 
country’s comprehensive deterrent strategies.

As the concepts of massive retaliation and mutually assured destruc-
tion emerged to deal with the reality of the new strategic standoff, the-
orists such as Schelling, Brodie, and Lawrence Freedman came to grips 
with the implications of using LRS for deterrence in the nuclear age. 
By definition, deterrence is “the prevention of action by the existence 
of a credible threat of unacceptable counteraction and/or belief that 
the cost of action outweighs the perceived benefits.”11 It depends solely 
on the adversary’s perception of what the opposition (United States) is 
willing and capable of doing. The first component of the equation—a 
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country’s will—ebbs and flows with the political climate. Yet without a 
credible capability to strike, the will to act becomes a paper tiger be-
cause a lack of capability would nullify the ability to act. Thus, capa-
bility is a prerequisite to any successful deterrent strategy. Compared 
to other instruments of military power, LRS platforms historically pro-
vide the best requisite capability to hold any target at risk, at any time, 
and therefore enable successful deterrence strategies. Assuming a na-
tion’s will to act, the strategic foresight to develop, modernize, and ade-
quately fund LRS has paid invaluable dividends by lending credibility 
to that country’s deterrent threats. Consequently, the value and impor-
tance of LRS with respect to national defense and security remain evi-
dent today and into the foreseeable future.

Nearly every conflict since World War II has demonstrated the 
United States’ willingness and ability to use conventional LRS assets 
for limited objectives while retaining sufficient nuclear capability as a 
plausible deterrent. Despite the demonstrated capacity to destroy tar-
gets from long range at will—in Serbia, Iraq, Libya, or Afghanistan—air 
strikes alone cannot bring about desired political outcomes. Diplo-
matic engagement, effective strategic communications, economic em-
bargoes, governance aid, and financial incentives for commercial in-
vestment are all part of resolving and recovering from wars. Yet 
without LRS, these forms of soft power possess less coercive power 
over the enemy. Even in today’s complex world, the power of LRS re-
mains the essence of deterrence and a foundational element of Ameri-
ca’s strategic advantage. However, as Mark Gunzinger points out, for 
the United States, “that advantage is dissipating.”12

Long-Range Strike:  
The United States’ Strategic Advantage

Nations that can maintain freedom of action and the ability to 
threaten and apply violent force without retaliation will hold the ulti-
mate strategic advantage. Failure to maintain credible LRS capabilities 
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diminishes the effectiveness of the other instruments of national 
power. Although the US military has provided a dependable backdrop 
of international security for over 60 years, the size of that force has di-
minished recently even though the need for a strong force has not. In 
light of the present situation, one that closely resembles the slow de-
mise of the British and Roman global powers, we would do well to 
heed Julian Corbett’s remarks about the intrinsic advantage of sea 
control during the waning years of Britain’s global preeminence: “Yet 
the fact remains that all the great continental masters of war have 
feared or valued British intervention . . . because they looked for its 
effects rather in the threat than in the performance. . . . Its operative 
action was that it threatened positive results unless it were strongly 
met.”13 Just as sea control and power projection proved critical for 
Britain, so is LRS valuable for today’s leading nations. Global actors 
such as China, Russia, and India recognize LRS’s strategic value, con-
sidering it imperative to a successful national security strategy. These 
rising global competitors, especially China and Russia, seek to obtain 
or develop their own LRS and to cultivate antiaccess and area denial 
capabilities to diminish the enduring strategic advantage of the United 
States. For example, China has fielded over 1,000 short- and medium-
range missiles, multiple double-digit Russian-made surface-to-air mis-
sile systems, and a dozen Russian Kilo-class submarines capable of 
launching the Sizzler cruise missile.14 China’s DF-21 ballistic missile, 
boasting a range of approximately 1,500 miles, can reach US bases in 
Korea, Japan, the Philippines, and Thailand.15 The Chinese also devel-
oped the H-6K aircraft, having a 2,000-mile combat radius and carry-
ing six CJ-10 cruise missiles, which can strike US installations in 
Guam, Wake Island, and Australia.16 China continues to add to its 
stockpiles each year, creating a lethal engagement zone for US fighter 
and bomber crews well outside the first island chain.17 Without an au-
thentic LRS capability, the United States will become more reliant on 
other global basing options to project forcible power at shorter ranges. 
These basing options, however, will pose a substantial risk to US and 
allied forces.
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Over the past half century, the United States has become accus-
tomed to fighting for objectives in relatively permissive operating envi-
ronments with virtually unlimited access to worldwide basing—two ad-
vantages that may not continue into the future. The likely strategic 
environment of global uncertainty that faces us will be marked by reli-
gious extremism and nationalism, resulting in regional instability. The 
proliferation of ballistic missiles and advanced integrated air defense 
systems (IADS) that protect mobile, hardened, multidimensional, and 
asymmetrical enemies will further complicate this environment. 
Separately, the United States is experiencing unprecedented financial 
pressures, dwindling industrial might, and an aging, shrinking military 
infrastructure. In addition, the safety and security of previously un-
assailable forward operating locations and communications networks 
are in doubt. As we regroup outside the growing threat envelopes, in-
vesting in LRS technology, developing associated intellectual capital, 
honing technical industrial skills, and sustaining LRS operational 
prowess are essential to preserving our deterrence and maintaining a 
strategic advantage. Assuming that global basing options decline, the 
absence of updated LRS will restrict the United States’ freedom of 
movement and maneuver.

With the loss of dependable global basing options, the factors of 
space and time create a tyranny of distance that requires a long-range 
solution to the power-projection problem. LRS solutions, then, must 
include a combination of seven essential elements: range, speed, pay-
load, flexibility, precision, survivability, and persistence.18 Although 
labeled by some critics as a repetition of Cold War clichés, the “new 
triad” still provides a valuable threat of violence required for today’s 
successful deterrence strategies. Whether it calls on tanker-supported 
intercontinental bombers with sufficient range, payload, precision, and 
flexibility; submarine forces offering payload, persistence, and surviv-
ability; or ICBMs maintaining payload, speed, persistence, and surviv-
ability, the United States can still hold an enemy’s most valued resources 
at risk and send the strategic messaging necessary for current-day 
inter national relations. Notwithstanding the Cold War effectiveness of 
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LRS, our LRS forces confront a much more complicated threat environ-
ment and must remain much more flexible. The United States must be 
able to engage flexibly or hold at risk targets anywhere in the world 
with conventional or nuclear payloads. Those LRS capabilities will 
need to act against either very precise or ambiguous coordinates in 
pursuit of a variety of military and political objectives. This important 
change in the characteristics of future conflicts calls for the modern-
ization of LRS strike assets. These operations will necessitate more re-
sponsive space assets and intelligence, surveillance, and reconnais-
sance aircraft with penetration capability supported by electronic 
attack or other standoff weapons capable of degrading a modern IADS. 
The development and sustainment of LRS systems are critical to re-
taining the US strategic advantage.

Conclusion
The fundamental value of wielding a credible, flexible, survivable, 

and visible demonstration of military power to realize national objec-
tives has not changed. The strength of the American military is based 
on its ability to project long-range conventional and nuclear power 
across the globe at a time and place of its choosing. That prowess has 
remained a key component of our successful deterrent posture for 
more than 70 years. Many forms of global power exist (e.g., economic 
influence, diplomatic engagement, strategic communication), but only 
the United States currently maintains a legitimate capacity for persis-
tent, precise, long-range global strike. Historically, however, great pow-
ers tend to believe that the sources of power will remain valid forever, 
even though they fail to make the requisite investments to maintain 
them. Without a concerted focus on LRS as a key component of the 
military instrument, our influence on global events will undoubtedly 
prove this axiom true. LRS gives America the military strategic advan-
tage necessary to remain a preeminent global power. In the early 
1980s, President Ronald Reagan confronted the same growing con-
cerns (fiscal constraints and a declining military) as he challenged the 
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American people to make the difficult choice to secure the country 
against a rising Soviet threat. President Reagan rightly said, “We main-
tain the peace through our strength; weakness only invites aggression. 
This strategy of deterrence has not changed. It still works.”19 History 
has proven him correct. As we balance complex rising threats while 
holding debates about the country’s fiscal future, we can say once 
again, “Now is a time for choosing.” As long as we retain our LRS capa-
bilities and our strategic military advantage, we can remain a preemi-
nent global power. To do otherwise would expose us to the same de-
cline in influence experienced by the British as their naval power 
projection diminished during the economic hard times of the mid-
twentieth century. 
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Mobility in the next War*
Colonel Clifford J. Heflin

THE UNITED STATES, having been the deciding force in two 
world wars by virtue of its industrial might, must face the re-

alization that the next war may commence, without warning, with 
a paralyzing blow directed at its vital industries, transportation, 
and fuel supplies. In any plan to meet this eventuality, the Air Force 
must consider two factors:

(1) The force necessary to neutralize the exterior force or 
maintain the strategic situation, whenever and wherever it might 
strike, and, 

(2) The striking of a retaliatory blow, with the time element 
being constantly in mind. 

With respect to the force necessary to maintain the strategic 
situation, the British Navy presents itself as a good historical ex-
ample, from which several conclusions can be drawn. 

The British Empire owes its foundation and continued exis-
tence to trade, dependent mainly upon sea power for its security. 
This sea power was itself dependent upon a strong merchant fleet, 
a powerful navy and a chain of strategic naval bases and refueling 
stations in all parts of the world. On these bases fleets could pivot 
or concentrate the “coherent dispersal about a strategic center” of 
which Corbett speaks in The Principles of Maritime Strategy. 
There is no sea or ocean across which British trade routes passed 
in which she did not possess naval bases. The range of her sea 
power was world-wide. Wherever the center of gravity shifted, 

*Reprinted from Air University Quarterly Review 1, no. 2 (Fall 1947): 64–76.
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fleets could sail to look after her interests, as bases for their recep-
tion and maintenance were available in all quarters of the globe, 
increasing their mobility. 

Applying this same strategy to the Air Force, there can be vi-
sualized a system of primary, secondary, and transit bases, fully 
equipped and manned, enabling forces to concentrate, pivot or dis-
perse, meeting any threat of aggression. Given dispersed targets, 
against which there could be no hope of a quick knock-out blow, 
and given, too, the threat of counter-attack from widely separated 
bases against one’s own vulnerable areas, it is unlikely that any na-
tion will wisely embark upon war. Our national aim, therefore, 
should be to deploy our Air Power so as to prevent war by threat of 
action, rather than allowing a traditionally tardy policy of seeking 
to reply to blows already delivered and received. 

Concentric rings of strategic air bases could threaten almost 
any possible enemy. Our blows could converge on a common cen-
ter, while those of the enemy would of necessity be absorbed by 
scattered points upon the circumference. The principle of concen-
tration would be achieved as well by making the enemy disperse 
his forces as by our own actual physical concentration in time and 
space. The classic example, in this regard, is Lee’s use of Jackson 
in the Shenandoah valley campaign of 1862. Against the over-
whelming Federal forces advancing upon Richmond, the Confed-
erate capital, the obvious defense was the concentration of all 
available Confederate forces in that vicinity. Instead, Jackson’s 
bold handling of his detached force in the Shenandoah valley created 
such alarm in Washington, the Federal capital, that the forces clos-
ing on Richmond were dispersed or recalled to meet the created 
apparent threat, and Richmond was saved. Similarly, our dispersed 
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bases, aided by the mobility of Air Power, could create the necessary 
threat which would force an enemy to scatter his own forces. If 
such a widespread potential danger to the enemy could be achieved 
and kept before his mind even prior to the beginning of any war, 
actual hostilities in armed conflict should not be necessary. 

The main responsibility for defense and attack will rest with 
the Air Force in the future, to an even greater degree than in the 
past or during the present. The essence of the successful use of Air 
Power in either defense or international enforcement action is mo-
bility. Our Air Force must be capable of offensive or defensive 
action in any part of the world upon short notice. It is a common 
fallacy to assume that air forces are inherently mobile. They are 
governed in their own sphere by the same limitations as naval 
forces. They must have fully equipped bases in all areas where 
they are called upon to operate. 

Their mobility goes up in inverse ratio to the supplies they 
have to take with them. Experience in the last war has shown that 
a very complex ground organization has to be set up before modern 
aircraft can be operated, and this is not likely to prove less true in 
the future. Such an organization cannot be improvised, nor will 
future wars allow the breathing space to which the United States 
has become accustomed in the past. Experience with planning for 
overseas forces in the last war shows the difficulty of moving modern 
aircraft without a previous base organization into the required area. 
In spite of the supposed mobility of air forces, it actually proved 
easier to operate naval vessels far from their nearest base than it 
did to operate aircraft within that same area. The conclusion, there-
fore, must be drawn that Air Power, like sea power before it, de-
pends, for its effectiveness, upon the possession of a chain of prop-
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erly equipped bases. Without them its mobility is largely illusory, 
and without this mobility the structure of defense is not sound. 

The necessary requirements for a base system would seem 
to be: 

(1) The provision of facilities for rapid deployment of forces 
in any desired direction. 

(2) The provision of adequate and immediate logistic support. 

(3) Sufficient strength and depth to restrain enemy forces 
from penetration of vital areas. 

(4) The provision of sufficient base sites in any given area to 
permit adequate dispersion and alternate location. 

(5) A capability for rapid expansion. 

Because of peacetime economy, always a problem to the 
armed forces, the Air Force should develop the best system of em-
ployment of fighting units and their logistic support, consistent 
with budgetary allowances, keeping in mind the lesson which 
democratic peoples so often must be taught, namely, that potential 
power and actual power are not at all the same, and must be kept in 
rational balance. 

In major de Seversky’s own presentation of the case for Air 
Power, the outstanding feature which characterizes him above all 
other students of that subject is an insistence on the vital impor-
tance of large radii of action for bombing aircraft, and the possibility 
of even increasing ranges to distances far beyond comparison with 
any heretofore available. He emancipates the air force of the future 
from any concern with extensive ground organization which Douhet 
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conceded, and from all the island stepping stones of the Arctic routes 
in the Atlantic and Pacific, to which Mitchell attached such impor-
tance. He prophesies the early realization of non-stop flight around 
the world, using terms similar to those which Mitchell had used 17 
years before. In his book, Victory Through Air Power, de Seversky 
says that, “within five years at the outside, the ultimate round-the-
world range of 25,000 miles becomes inevitable.” He may prove to 
be almost correct; but in order that he may have his prediction ma-
terialize, technical progress in airplane design and improvement in 
power-plant economy, to say nothing of navigation problems and 
the sonic barrier, will have to be much more rapid during the pres-
ent and immediate future than at any time in the past twenty years. 
For an airplane to circle the world without stopping, at the present 
time, it would necessarily have substantially more than 75 percent 
of the total load in the form of fuel, leaving less than 25 percent of 
the gross weight for structure, engines, crew, military equipment 
and anything else which must be carried. 

The idea of operating from home bases, without the burden of 
establishing and maintaining advanced and intermediate bases, 
would be welcomed by every Air Force officer, if it could be real-
ized without paying too prohibitive a price. From the inherent 
characteristics of the airplane as developed during the last 40 years, 
however, it appears probable that the price of such a method of 
operation will continue to be extremely high in the measurable 
future. Even if aircraft had attained the range necessary to launch 
bombing attacks from a distance of 6000 to 8000 miles, it would 
be likely to remain much more economical in materiel, and there-
fore more efficient, to operate from nearer bases wherever they 
could be obtained, with fuel supplies secured locally, or brought in 
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by tanker at only a fraction of the cost in manpower and materiel, 
should they be brought in by air.

Even if one disagrees with de Seversky’s statement that the air 
forces can operate from their home grounds without concern for 
establishment and maintenance of advanced and intermediate 
bases, there is every reason to hold that the flight elements should 
not be concerned with the ground organization, except as bases for 
their reception and for logistic support, enhancing mobility. 

After a discussion of the base system, and its importance in 
maintaining the strategic situation, logically the next question 
should concern the kind of units which could be designed to oper-
ate in and out of these bases. 

If we consider a fighting unit as such and only as such, we 
note that the composition of the tactical organizations is based 
upon tables of organization and equipment which are further bro-
ken down into flight echelons and ground echelons, with flight 
echelons moving in their own unit aircraft, and the ground sections 
transporting by ground means. It is well to state here that there are 
some plans now in existence whereby ground echelons will move 
by air, also. The two main drawbacks to such proposals are shown 
in the amount of air lift that must be made available versus that 
which is in being and, secondly, the time factor involved in prepar-
ing for, embarking, and debarking from, such an air movement. 

Based on AAF Staff Officers’ Manual 115-65-1, a typical ex-
ample of such a unit is a Bombardment Squadron, Very Heavy, 
Table of Organization and Equipment 1-167R. There are 74 officers 
and 254 enlisted men, or an aggregate of 328 within this organiza-
tion. The flight echelon is composed of ten crews of six officers 
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and five enlisted men each, manning ten aircraft, limited initially 
in mobility only by the range of their aircraft. This, then, is the 
fighting unit, and the remainder of the personnel, the ground echelon, 
composes the supporting elements of that combat organization. 
The mobility of the squadron would not be hindered too much if it 
involved only the movement of ground personnel, but 294,613 pounds 
of equipment is on hand to be transported. It should be borne in 
mind that this is only one squadron, and that a Very Heavy Group 
would have a total of 1,261,172 pounds of ancillary equipment. 

Excluding this excess baggage, and considering the air eche-
lon only, would result in freedom of movement, giving the air com-
mander complete flexibility by being able to add to or subtract 
from the required effort and mobility, in order to concentrate upon 
or disperse the fighting units wherever the center of gravity dic-
tated. Blows could converge upon a common objective, while those 
of the enemy would of a necessity be dispersed against the scat-
tered bases around the circumference. 

Having divorced the air echelon completely from the ground 
components, and being free from any responsibility other than the 
mission of fighting, we can now devote all energy to the effective 
use and employment of modern Air Power by development and 
application of the most profitable tactics and techniques. The con-
clusions from this type of reasoning can only resolve themselves 
into one big factor, true mobility. 

The british, in planning their postwar air force, realized the 
need for a system of bases strategically located throughout the 
British Commonwealth. They foresaw also the requirement for 
keeping the fighting elements mobile by the separation of the air 
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echelon and the ground echelon. These points are demonstrated in 
their Planned Flying and Planned Servicing System, now in effect. 
Under this plan operations, administration and maintenance are di-
vided into three wings, under a station commander. The opera-
tional units upon arrival at a base submit an estimate of their needs 
to the technical wing, which, in turn, arranges for the logistical 
support and plans the work load. Such a system permits the re-
quired freedom of movement to the operational units, wherever the 
situation dictates, without the dependency upon the ground ele-
ments, since the technical staff at the planning level is cognizant of 
the situation and has alerted or manned the necessary bases prior 
to their actual arrival. 

The basic principle of planned flying and planned servicing 
can be described in general terms as the marshalling of the avail-
able resources of the Royal Air Force in order to produce the maxi-
mum possible useful effort. The amount and general pattern of ef-
fort required, and the degree of operational opportunity, are forecast 
by the air staffs of Air Ministry and the commands, as well as cir-
cumstances permit, and can be used as a basis for the establish-
ment of aircraft, manpower, airfield and supply requirements. 

The British, in the use of their system, specifically hold that 
Planned Flying and Planned Servicing is a joint matter for Air 
Staff, Technical and Administrative branches. Its success, they hold, 
is entirely dependent upon wholehearted cooperation between the 
personnel of these branches at all levels. The Air Staff must, how-
ever, take a leading part, since they are the consumers, and must be 
expected to voice their desires and anticipated achievements. 

The concept applying correctly to one nation is not necessarily 
applicable to another; this will depend a great deal upon a number 
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of variables, together with the situation in general. However, logic 
can properly be applied toward a conclusion whenever it is noted 
that any nation or number of great nations, known to be at least nor-
mally canny in their military ideas to the point of recent successes, 
seem to be in accord with respect to any one particular school of 
thought along a specific line of application. With this in mind, it 
should be profitable to examine the known ideas of such countries 
as Russia and Germany, the former at present a great military 
power, the latter now fallen but previously accepted by world stan-
dards as a most formidable foe to the entire world, a power with a 
proud, methodical, and precisely successful military machine. 

Russia, it will be seen, has currently in effect a system of lo-
gistic support which provides for the desired quick movement and 
general characteristic of mobility for the tactical elements, in that 
she completely separates the logistic and operational functions, 
down to and including all levels. In addition, as a matter of infor-
mation on the same subject, her command structure of logistic ele-
ments differs from those of the United States, in that each depart-
ment head receives orders from his opposite number at the next 
higher echelon. Thus, a signal officer at base level would obtain 
instructions, technical and otherwise, from the signal officer at 
next-higher level. It must be admitted that such a practice goes 
even further than the action recommended in this paper, if, indeed, 
such action proves to be the desired, logical step. 

Up to this point, then, it would appear that two of the three 
currently great powers are in accord upon this one idea, namely, 
the method of logistic support to be provided to the operational 
elements of a fighting machine in the air. The United States, it 
would also seem, has not been in agreement with this. 
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As an additional factor which should be given a certain amount 
of weight, consideration should be given the German Air Force 
system of logistic support. As previously mentioned, concession 
must be given to the historical fact that Germany was defeated, and 
must not necessarily, by virtue of that fact alone, be given credit 
for possessing an efficient method of waging successful air war. 
Further investigation into this field, however, presents an entirely 
different picture. The foremost military minds of the world, almost 
without exception, have admitted and still maintain that the German 
Reich must be given credit for unusually sound thinking, along 
with methodical and precise planning, in all matters concerning 
the application of the principles of war. Indeed, such German mili-
tary men as Clausewitz, Bismark, Schlieffen, Moltke, Ludendorff 
and Frederick the Great have been given to posterity as the fore-
most exponents of the art of warfare. Weight, then, may be prop-
erly given to their considered opinions as practices of the German 
military machine, although their relation to that organization does 
not in itself establish the wisdom of those opinions and practices. 

Here, too, it is found that logistic support was given to the 
German Air Force through a system of organization and bases en-
tirely disconnected, with respect to command channels, from the 
tactical units. Two separate chains were constantly in operation; 
the first, a system of tactical organizations with emphasis upon rapid 
employment and mobility, and the second, a supporting system of 
logistic support, capable of handling the entire support picture, and 
giving emphasis to the degree of mobility and effect attainable by 
the fighting units. It is to be noted that when the German machine 
actually crumpled, the logistic machinery was still in efficient op-
eration, and that the failure of supplies at various points of the huge 
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pipeline was occasioned, in every case known by the writer, by the 
failure in the actual production of supplies, or in some instances, 
by the failure of the logistically supporting machinery outside the 
jurisdiction of the German Air Force. Despite this failure, the aver-
age American combat pilot seems to have wondered, on various 
occasions, as to the apparently uncanny ability of the German Air 
Force, especially intercepting fighters, to move, upon a few mo-
ment’s [sic] notice, entire fighting organizations from one section 
of Western Europe to another, or even from Eastern to Western 
Europe, with no apparent need for rehabilitation at the new point, 
nor any shown necessity for removal back to the original base upon 
termination of that current phase of the air battle. If the basic sys-
tem of logistic support used in the German Air Force is taken into 
consideration, these performances seem much simpler. 

The united states could easily adopt a similar system, by the 
establishment of areas to be controlled by a Regional Service Com-
mand; all bases within such areas could be assigned this headquar-
ters, as it could be located in the numbered Air Force headquarters 
and could have command jurisdiction over all the service elements. 
The service commander could, by adding or subtracting specialists 
and equipment from the service group, enable that organization to 
maintain any type of aircraft. This seems important in view of the 
differentiation which must be made between jet engines, recipro-
cating engines, and the various types of airframe and airfoil con-
struction. The service commander could, by moving these logisti-
cal resources from one base to another, increase the effort of some 
bases while decreasing that of others, according to the dictates of 
military experience, and with the very apparent gain of economy 
of force, flexibility, and overall efficiency. 
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This proposed service commander, being closely allied in ac-
tuality with the air force commander, would properly be expected 
to foresee the needs of logistic support, and could make plans ac-
cordingly, without interfering with or detracting from the mobility 
of the fighting elements. In like manner, the air force commander 
could mass or disperse his forces, without the added worry of 
bringing into play the various ground echelons. 

The base itself would be operated by the service group, having 
the mission of logistic support of the fighting unit. This would un-
questionably place the tactical commander in the position of having 
more of the comforts of home without shouldering the responsibili-
ties of ownership. While subordinating in no way one commander to 
the other, it would, rather, place each in the position of being su-
preme in his own field, yet understanding the other’s mission, and 
creating an atmosphere of cooperation and mutual understanding. 

Before we proceed to another point in this dissertation, a few 
words may well be said concerning the question of morale. Much 
has been said of the detrimental effect to the morale of personnel 
within the logistic elements adjacent to the tactical organizations. 
In this regard, no morale problem can logically be blamed upon 
any one element or practice; secondly, there is room for reasonable 
belief that any such lack of good morale may have been due, in-
deed, to the fact that the service organization, by its very integra-
tion into the operational unit, lost the right to any identity, organi-
zationally speaking, with the function it was performing. Finally, if 
such an argument is to be allowed against the separation of logistic 
and operational elements, certainly one cannot place such weight 
upon the value of morale as to allow the air arm to be deprived of 
the greatest single factor justifying its existence, namely, mobility. 
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The value of the supplying and repairing force is quite important; 
equally important is the morale of the airplane builder and the 
miner who produces the metal for them; can it be seriously sug-
gested that they, too, should become a part of the fighting unit in 
the theater? 

The day of the knight flying about in his trusty airplane, with 
his scarf waving in the breeze, has passed into history. It has given 
way to the use of mass personnel, all performing duties peculiar to 
their talents. It is inconceivable that this new idea will not become 
even more pronounced, as advances are made in industrial and 
technological fields. As expressed by Major General Hugh Knerr 
at a recent interview, it may be assumed that in any future war, the 
major weight of its application will be necessarily provided through 
the efforts of the industrial and technical might of the country, 
rather than the military itself. Further, in practicing the principles 
used successfully by business concerns the world over, it is neces-
sary that each individual be shown the effect of his efforts in tight-
ening the bolt, rather than to inveigle him into believing he is a 
member of an organization which has an entirely different mission. 

Professor Arnold Joseph Toynbee, in his book A Study of His-

tory, states that: 

The theory of history is a dialectic, that is, it reports the challenge 
of something by an exterior force. If the response to the initial chal-
lenge is successful, the process involves new challenges, with new 
responses. If the last responses are not successful, the community 
breaks down. 
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He states further that in the study of history, events and cycles 
are repeated in somewhat similar forms, regardless of the civiliza-
tion being considered: 

At first, the community is led by a creative minority. The masses, 
stimulated by the common challenge that has called the society into 
being, and by the creative leadership that has guided its response, 
follow without undue questioning. Response to a challenge, how-
ever, calls forth a further challenge. 

Thus, the challenge of overpopulation on a weak soil, to which the 
Athenians responded by taking to the sea as a maritime empire, 
called forth a new challenge as a result of Athens’ new relation 
between its ships and the sovereign community of Sparta. 

The United States seems to be now facing a nation which ap-
parently is trying to respond to such a concept of world domina-
tion. Herein we have a dominant minority, ruling by force. A time 
of trouble ensues — a time of internal struggle and foreign wars, 
which more and more take the form of world conflicts. This period 
can be terminated only when the dominant minority, among its 
distracted fellows, delivers a crushing blow to all its rivals and be-
comes the “universal state.” Rome, having crushed Carthage and 
Macedonia, thus became the universal state of Hellenic civilization. 
It has happened before, in the seemingly endless cycle of history. 

If we apply such a formula to modern times, an interesting 
picture presents itself. The Air Force, having succeeded the navy 
as a first line of defense, faces now this, challenge, and its response 
to the summons will, in all probability, set the pattern of civiliza-
tion for many generations to come. The Air Force has made a suc-
cessful reply to World War II in itself, but this cannot presuppose 
success in answer to the next bid for power. On the contrary, one 
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success tends to make the responder more self-satisfied. He comes 
to believe that the previously given solution is surely the success-
ful answer to the next arising problem. The elasticity of thought 
and effort, essential in such a response, may be lost. The forms, 
concept, organization and policy in which the successful reply has 
been made, tend to freeze and to impose themselves upon the solu-
tion of the latest question of tactics, strategy and overall need for 
new ideas, for which they are wholly unsuited. 

With this nation putting its trust and faith in the armed forces, 
particularly the Air Force, failure in proper response cannot be 
risked. It must be realized that the operations of an air force can no 
longer be considered as being local in extent, or limited in range. 
Bombers, with their present capability of ranging the world, must 
have the necessary facilities, such as well-equipped bases, meteo-
rological information, communications, and other items of logistic 
importance, always including radar. There must be developed, in 
addition, the most effective tactics and techniques, through sound 
organization, in order that these may be properly applied. 

An attempt has been made in this article to show the specific 
and urgent need for immediately considering the separation of 
operational and logistic functions. This country should plan and 
build its Air Force with full knowledge that the methods of wag-
ing war are changing at a rate never equalled in history. It is be-
lieved that the separation of the fighting units from the service 
elements will give this country a sound basis with which to meet 
any of the eventualities. 

There should be nothing startling about the proposed solution. 
Navies throughout the world have used just such a system with 
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fantastic success. It can be as successfully applied to the vast 
oceans above the ground. 

Finally, since it has been seen that the other two remaining 
great powers of the earth, Britain and Russia, have already in effect 
such a system, it would appear that, for such a reason alone, seri-
ous consideration should be given to the idea. Judging from the 
evidence at hand, a fair tryout of the proposed solution could do 
little harm, and should benefit the armed forces to a great extent. 

Closely connected with the growth of air transportation is the new cooperation 
which has sprung up between religious groups in a drive toward common goals. 
The Air Age promises much, in fact, in the whole broad field of human relation-
ships. The peoples of the world will intermingle more freely; each will come to 
appreciate the problems and aspirations of the other. Such appreciation cannot 
fail to lessen and eventually to erase the national and racial suspicions and 
prejudices, always a prime factor underlying turmoil and conflict.

W. Stuart Symington in Air Affairs 

Col. Clifford J. Heflin, former base commander of Wendover and Roswell 
Army Air Fields, flew 25 wartime missions as an 8th Air Force Bomb Group 
commander; he was graduated from the Air Command and Staff School in June.
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AIR FORCE POLICY FOR ADVANCED EDUCATION

Maj Tobias Switzer’s article “Air Force Policy for Advanced Education: 
Production of Human Capital or Cheap Signals?” (Winter 2011) is exten-
sively researched and very well written. However, I believe that his as-
sumption that only two reasons exist for most officers engaging in vol-
untary off-duty education programs (promotion or improving their 
service to the Air Force) misses the mark. A third, and possibly more 
relevant, reason for seeking advanced civilian degrees involves prepara-
tion for transition to civilian employment upon separation or retire-
ment. Many officers utilize educational benefits for future employment, 
sometimes totally outside their active duty Air Force specialty code 
(AFSC). (It would be interesting to see the correlation between a gradu-
ate’s degrees earned and AFSC.) In the Air National Guard, as in the ac-
tive duty Air Force, one assumes that anyone seeking promotion beyond 
O-5 has attained a graduate degree, preferably an MBA or a master’s de-
gree related to his or her duty area or the area to which that person 
wishes to advance. That assumption remains consistent with the intent 
of Gen T. Michael Moseley, the former Air Force chief of staff. Major 
Switzer’s premise that advanced academic degrees (AAD) signal com-
mitment is questionable based on the third possibility. Who would not 
find time to complete free education and degrees that would increase 
one’s income potential upon retirement from the active forces? Further-
more, some officers are fortunate enough to utilize duty time for complet-
ing classes, studies, or research papers. Assuming that the officer wants 
to attain the highest rank possible before retiring with as many credentials 
as possible, AADs would indicate less, not more, loyalty to the Air Force.

I do fully concur with Major Switzer’s point that officers complete 
professional military education by correspondence to enhance their 
chances of attending in residence. I have never understood why the 
Air Force would want or could afford to pay for the same training 
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twice. If the resident and nonresident courses offer the same curricu-
lum, then having officers repeat the training is wasteful.

I propose taking Major Switzer’s ideas relative to the Army program a 
step further. Since the Air Force does not require retention of as many 
officers as does the Army, the Air Force would not be well served by 
holding degree seekers to a contractual service obligation, like the 
Army. Doing so would probably result in separation bonuses for newly 
degreed midgrade officers. Nevertheless, I do agree with the immersion 
and cross-pollination aspects—so much so that I would suggest that ac-
tive duty Air Force officers desiring to acquire AADs be transferred to 
reserve status, utilize the GI Bill or like funding to earn the degree, and 
then return to active status. Officers can execute a permanent change of 
station to the university of their choice; use their allowance for tuition, 
books, and housing; and maintain readiness by performing unit training 
assemblies with a nearby Guard or Reserve unit or an ROTC detach-
ment. This scenario would reduce costs to the Air Force, increase our 
exposure to the citizens we are defending, and allow us to concentrate 
our efforts on learning, in addition to numerous other benefits for both 
the individual and the Air Force, as noted by Major Switzer.

Air Force officers should use AADs to develop skills and abilities and 
thereby develop human capital for use by the service—not to seek pro-
motion, show loyalty, or prepare for a second career. Relevancy and 
applicability to Air Force requirements should determine the need to 
expend precious dollars in the future.

Lt Col Loretta J. Lombard, FLANG
MacDill AFB, Florida

AIR FORCE POLICY FOR ADVANCED EDUCATION:  
THE AUTHOR REPLIES

Lieutenant Colonel Lombard shares some interesting thoughts, and I 
thank her for engaging me and the Air Force community on this im-
portant issue. After the publication of my article, I received many 
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messages from across the Air Force and the Department of Defense. 
Not everyone agreed with my analysis or conclusions, but those who 
reached out to me believe that something is profoundly wrong with 
the status quo. The Air Force has set up a system in which officers 
are highly incentivized and subsidized to acquire meaningless ad-
vanced degrees.

It should come as no mystery why officers engage in suboptimal be-
haviors such as pursuing advanced degrees at educational institutions 
of poor quality. Over several decades, our senior leaders have created 
a system, a culture, and powerful incentives to pursue advanced edu-
cation for reasons other than increasing skills and abilities relevant to 
the Air Force. Our officer corps is simply responding, in the most effi-
cient manner, to the set of incentives placed in front of it. If our senior 
leaders are not happy with the outcomes, then they must change the 
incentive structure or expand the set of available opportunities.

Lieutenant Colonel Lombard’s idea offers an excellent alternative to 
my admittedly expensive solution. Why not let officers take a two-year 
sabbatical and pursue graduate studies at their own expense, using the 
post-9/11 GI bill? With thoughtful study and design, the Air Force 
could create a program to give officers time off to study without hurt-
ing their careers. The service could place them in some type of re-
serve status, requiring only a physical examination and a physical fit-
ness test every year. Upon completion of graduate studies, the officers 
could return to active duty and be placed in a promotion year group 
two years junior, thereby avoiding a penalty against their original co-
hort, which would have continued to gain experience and performance 
reports during the officers’ sabbatical. Such a program would permit 
maximum flexibility to pursue a degree of choice and expand educa-
tional opportunities at little or no direct cost to the Air Force. I com-
mend Lieutenant Colonel Lombard for sharing this idea.

Maj Tobias Switzer, USAF
Hurlburt Field, Florida
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Let us know what you think! Leave a comment!
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Hubert R. Harmon: Airman, Officer, Father of the Air Force 
Academy by Phillip S. Meilinger. Fulcrum Publishing (http://www
.fulcrum-books.com), 4690 Table Mountain Drive, Suite 100, Golden, 
Colorado 80403, 2009, 392 pages, $35.00 (hardcover), ISBN 978-1-
56373-184-6; $20.00 (softcover), ISBN 978-1-56373-185-3.

The structures in the cadet area of the United States Air Force 
Academy (USAFA) are named for Airmen who seem to personify the 
function of those edifices. Buildings affecting cadet life, such as the 
dormitories, dining hall, and social center, carry the names of air war 
heroes (e.g., Lance Sijan), airpower combatant commanders (e.g., Hoyt 
Vandenberg and Hap Arnold), and airpower visionaries (e.g., Billy 
Mitchell). The academic buildings are named for prominent Air Force 
educators (e.g., Muir Fairchild and Robert McDermott). It seems appro-
priate, then, that the administration building carry the designation 
Harmon Hall as a testament to Lt Gen Hubert R. Harmon’s organiza-
tional talents, which proved critical to the establishment of his academy. 
As his biography points out, a career that included an unremarkable 
combat and command record but a sterling background in staff work 
and diplomatic assignments prepared him well to be the “Father of the 
Air Force Academy.”

Just as Harmon was the right choice for the job as USAFA’s first super-
intendent, so is Phillip Meilinger the correct historian to pen Harmon’s 
biography. In light of his experience as a cadet, an instructor pilot, and 
a member of the history department faculty for two tours at the 
academy, Meilinger brings a unique and personal perspective to 
Harmon’s life. Renowned as one of the most prolific writers on sub-
jects concerning airpower, Meilinger has also written a biography of 
Gen Hoyt Vandenberg, who served as Air Force chief of staff during 
the long and arduous legislative process to establish USAFA. The au-
thor’s extensive research includes not only official documents but also 
personal papers, diaries, and interviews provided by the Harmon 
family. These insights into the general’s life allow the reader to have a 
fuller sense of the man previously known primarily from his profes-
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sional reputation. Furthermore, Meilinger provides an excellent his-
torical context to the formative events that shaped Harmon, as well as 
thorough but concise explanations of airpower theory for readers un-
familiar with the evolution of Air Force doctrine.

Meilinger portrays the general’s career as one of missed opportuni-
ties for professional advancement through combat commands. State-
side duties and illness prevented Harmon from experiencing combat 
in World War I, and his assignments in the strategically important but 
largely nonhostile Caribbean theater during World War II kept him 
away from most of the fighting. By the time he finally got an assign-
ment as commander of Thirteenth Air Force in the Pacific, the fighting 
had largely moved westward. Consequently, his five-month tour failed 
to challenge his combat command skills sufficiently. In all of his as-
signments, however, Harmon displayed an aptitude for organizational 
ability. This trait, which made him an exceptional staff officer, would 
ultimately better serve him in his future efforts to establish the academy 
and in his later stint as a superintendent. Marrying into high society 
refined his social skills, which Harmon would find useful in his diplo-
matic assignments in London and at the United Nations, as well as his 
relations with Congress and high government officials. His tours on 
the Air Staff in Washington were instrumental in his learning to navi-
gate the bureaucratic labyrinth of government and the intricacies of 
the legislative process, which would prove critical in obtaining con-
gressional authorization for USAFA.

In his attempt to burnish Harmon’s credentials in establishing and 
leading the Air Force Academy, however, Meilinger stretches the point 
somewhat when dealing with the superintendent’s academic prowess. 
Although he recognizes that Harmon was not an educator, the author 
maintains that the general’s experience not only as a West Point cadet 
and tactical officer but also as a student at several military schools and 
a commander of training schools helped prepare him to form USAFA’s 
academic program. Granted, Harmon had some general ideas on insti-
tuting an air-centric curriculum that included more emphasis on the 
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humanities and social sciences than he experienced at the Military 
Academy, but his emphasis on a core curriculum bereft of academic 
majors reveals his strong ties to the West Point model. Moreover, 
Harmon’s lack of experience in higher education policy and curricu-
lum development meant he could offer little academic expertise as his 
incompetent first dean of faculty struggled to establish the initial aca-
demic program and prepare the academy for accreditation. After the 
dean’s dismissal, Harmon assumed the position himself even though 
he had precious little experience for the job. Fortunately, Col Robert 
McDermott, the vice-dean, was more than up to the task of gaining ac-
creditation and would make USAFA’s academic program a model for 
the other service academies. Meilinger does hold Harmon accountable 
for faculty and admission problems experienced during the academy’s 
first two tumultuous years at its provisional location at Lowry Field in 
Denver—difficulties that the author attributes to the superintendent’s 
temporary status, failing health, and easygoing leadership style. Fi-
nally, Meilinger emphasizes the warm relationship Harmon had with 
his cadets; however, save a moving reminiscence in the foreword by 
1959 graduate and former superintendent Lt Gen Bradley Hosmer, 
now retired, no other testimonials by former cadets appear in the book.

The final chapters are as much a history of the congressional autho-
rization process and early years of the academy as they are a biography, 
for Harmon’s role was inextricably linked to every aspect of USAFA’s 
development. It is indeed unfortunate that Harmon passed away prior 
to seeing completion of the construction of his academy at its perma-
nent location near Colorado Springs, for it has become a monument to 
the general’s life.

Although Airmen rightly revere their air warrior leaders who have 
advanced air and space power and have met the challenge as combat-
ant commanders and managers of violence, Hubert Harmon stands as 
a reminder that the Air Force also owes much of its success to the un-
sung administrators, organizers, and builders who often toil away in 
mundane offices behind nondescript desks in relative obscurity. This 
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biography is as much a tribute to these Airmen as it is to the Father of 
the Air Force Academy.

Dr. John F. Farrell
Maxwell AFB, Alabama

Shield of Dreams: Missile Defense and U.S.-Russian Nuclear 
Strategy by Stephen J. Cimbala. Naval Institute Press (http://www
.usni.org/navalinstitutepress), 291 Wood Road, Annapolis, Maryland 
21402, 2008, 256 pages, $24.00 (softcover), ISBN 978-1-59114-117-4.

Stephen J. Cimbala’s Shield of Dreams offers more than a traditional 
overview of and discourse on missile defense. In this well-written text, 
the author seeks to show the reader how strategic force models with 
different force-structure configurations would affect any missile de-
fense configuration. A nuclear strategist who published extensively on 
superpower force structures during the Cold War, Cimbala has moved 
on to the twenty-first century, with its multipolarity and nonstate ac-
tors—both of which have an effect on strategy and new defense calcu-
lations. Missile defense has come to the forefront in terms of political 
and strategic relationships because the stability that once defined rela-
tions between the United States and USSR regarding delivery systems 
for strategic nuclear weapons and warheads has shifted to the un-
certainty associated with smaller deterrent forces and the proliferation 
of nuclear weapons in numerous nations in South Asia.

Tracing nuclear arsenals from the early Cold War years to the pres-
ent, Cimbala explains, from a nuclear strategy standpoint, how de-
fense factored into US-Soviet weapons development. During the sec-
ond nuclear age, when Russia relied on its nuclear force structure to 
maintain its great-power status, the United States chose to abrogate the 
Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty to start the deployment of a national ballis-
tic missile defense establishment. To date, these deployments in Cali-
fornia and Alaska are designed to protect against a limited threat from 
North Korea. As the United States sought to expand its defense screen 
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to the North Atlantic Treaty Organization and into the former Warsaw 
Pact countries of Poland and the Czech Republic, Russia’s angry reaction 
gave prominence to the missile defense debate. The current adminis-
tration, which changed the Bush-era plan to a more mobile, maritime-
based defense, is working with the alliance at the Lisbon ministerial to 
reach a consensus.

Not a mere history of missile defense, this book utilizes sophisticated 
computer models to lay out what force structure would best suit each 
superpower’s national interest and would establish a level of trust be-
tween the United States and Russia. This would also allow a reduction 
in the overall number of nuclear weapons that each side has deployed. 
Cimbala explores alternative force structures and lays out how Russia 
could be encouraged to adopt a more stable force structure that would 
rely less on prompt launch yet assure survivability. Fearful of losing its 
nuclear edge, however, Russia has recently tested multiple indepen-
dently targeted reentry vehicles and other defenses in its strategic mis-
siles system to ensure their survival in a postulated missile defense 
environment. The text concludes that missile defense between the su-
perpowers will not create a defense-dominated world. Arms control, 
coercive diplomacy, and unconstrained nuclear proliferation—themes 
that preoccupied the latter half of the twentieth century—will con-
tinue into the twenty-first. As usual, missile defense is no substitute 
for power politics, according to Cimbala.

Other topics examined in the text include nuclear war termination 
and the role that missile defenses could play in such a scenario, as 
well as the emergence of a world in which superpower stability and 
parity factor into missile defense structures. Cimbala also discusses de-
velopments in Asia and the growth of nonstate actors who could strike 
with weapons of mass destruction, together with the inability of defen-
sive developments to minimize such attacks for at least 25 years, given 
today’s defense technologies. These discussions make the text current 
as far as international developments are concerned.
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Shield of Dreams is must-read for individuals involved in planning 
strategic force structure, missile defense, and modeling of nuclear 
force structures and defensive systems. The variables that Cimbala 
uses in his models are worthy of further study and incorporation into 
scenario-based gaming for determining the needs of service and de-
fense posture.

Gilles Van Nederveen
Centreville, Virginia

In the Graveyard of Empires: America’s War in Afghanistan by 
Seth G. Jones. W. W. Norton (http://books.wwnorton.com/books/), 
500 Fifth Avenue, New York, New York 10110, 2009, 448 pages, 
$27.95 (hardcover), ISBN 978-0-393-06898-6; 2010, 464 pages, $15.95 
(softcover), ISBN 978-0-393-33851-5.

Drawn from recently declassified documents and hundreds of inter-
views with the architects of US policy in Afghanistan, Seth G. Jones’s 
new work explains how the US military campaign, despite its early 
successes, ultimately stalled in Afghanistan. In the Graveyard of Empires 
is replete with insiders’ insights, including the perspectives of Colin 
Powell, Richard Armitage, Zalmay Khalilzad, Ronald Neumann, Lt Gen 
Karl W. Eikenberry, Lt Gen David W. Barno, Wendy Chamberlin, Robert 
Grenier, and Graham Fuller. The inclusion of viewpoints from the State 
Department, Defense Department, and Central Intelligence Agency 
also indicates the disconnected nature of their objectives in Afghanistan.

Jones describes recent American experiences through the lens of 
historical imperial misadventures: “Past empires that have dared to en-
ter Afghanistan—from Alexander the Great to Great Britain and the So-
viet Union—have found initial entry possible, even easy, only to find 
themselves mired in local resistance” (p. xxv). This historical view, 
however, is incomplete. It is true that many great armies and empires 
have conquered Afghanistan: Persians (Cyrus the Great), Greeks (Alex-
ander the Great), Arabs, Mongols (Genghis Khan), Timurids (Timur), 
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Mughals (Babur), Sikhs, British, and Soviets. These empires ruled Af-
ghanistan by force and their conquest was fleeting, but occupation and 
resistance was only part of the history. The Afghan people absorbed 
art and culture, religion, language, architecture, and technology from 
each of these imperial incursions and forged lasting bonds with their 
would-be conquerors.

Jones’s first chapter, Afghanistan’s “Descent into Violence,” covers a 
lengthy period from 330 BCE through 1979. But it ignores US interests 
in Afghanistan before the Soviet invasion. More importantly, Jones 
overlooks the implications of the post–World War II decision by admin-
istration officials to focus on Iran and Pakistan as allies in Southwest 
Asia. Jones’s overemphasis on Cold War narratives, no doubt due to his 
sources, supports a 1990s historical revisionism that overstates US suc-
cesses in the Soviet “soft underbelly”—Central Asia. His coverage of 
the mujahideen era, moreover, focuses on Russian and Pakistani ef-
forts and denies Afghans agency in their own history.

US policy makers withdrew from the region after 1989 and quickly 
lost interest in Afghanistan’s future. There were opportunities to medi-
ate during the civil war, but as Zalmay Khalilzad indicates, “America 
has not helped Afghans and our friends in the region make the right 
decisions” (p. 51). At the same time, Pakistan began to interfere more 
audaciously to confront an imagined “Tehran-Moscow-New Delhi axis 
supporting Kabul,” in the words of one State Department memo (p. 47). 
A decade-long hiatus of expertise ensued until the events of 11 Sep-
tember 2001 brought American focus back to Afghanistan. This un-
fortunate disconnect explains how policy makers misread the Soviet 
experience, choosing the ineffectual “Panama model” and a “light foot-
print” to stabilize Afghanistan instead of a larger invasion force. Jones 
could have studied the development of these strategies with much 
more detail.

The real strength of the book emerges when he discusses US aware-
ness of the Taliban-Pakistan connection. From the beginning of the 
conflict, Richard Armitage explains, “Pakistan’s leaders had to choose 
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between the United States or the terrorists; there was no middle 
ground” (p. 88). And ample evidence indicates that the Pakistani gov-
ernment supported US operations initially. Jones’s study, however, 
raises the question of whether Pakistani officials continued to aid the 
Taliban and the al-Qaeda network as militants flooded into Pakistan at 
the end of 2001. When Pakistan was unwilling to target its erstwhile 
client, the borderlands proved an “ideal sanctuary” for militants.

The decision to invade Iraq in 2003 further complicated matters. As 
Jones argues, “Despite the impressive gains in security, infrastructure, 
and democracy, the United States shifted resources and attention to 
Iraq and allowed the Taliban, al Qa’ida, and other insurgent groups to 
rebuild in Afghanistan and Pakistan” (p. xxv). Yet Jones does not view 
US challenges as one dimensional; instead, he identifies several pivotal 
developments in the surge of violence during the mid-2000s that 
shaped America’s war in Afghanistan. With resources diverted to Iraq 
and command transferred to the North Atlantic Treaty Organization, 
rampant corruption and lack of security resulted in growing Afghan in-
difference to the weak government in Kabul. Funding for the Afghan 
government waned while contributions to insurgents increased after 
the US invasion of Iraq. The collaboration of religiously motivated 
Pakistani-based recruits and Afghans frustrated with local corruption 
and ineffectual governance led to the rise of three militant groups: the 
neo-Taliban, Gulbuddin Hekmatyar’s Hezb-i-Islami, and the Jalaluddin 
Haqqani network.

Jones’s research on the murky history of Pakistani military support 
for Afghan insurgents is important. He reveals that Pakistan’s Inter-
Services Intelligence and Frontier Corps provided vital, even combat, 
support to the Taliban throughout the war. This practice took on 
deeper significance when the US military appeared to draw down in 
2005, further increasing Pakistani commitment to partners in Afghani-
stan. Jones, who served as an adviser for the commanding general of 
US special operations forces in Afghanistan, witnessed the escalating 
violence that followed.
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In the end, the author observes some of the key missteps of the US 
engagement in Afghanistan. In particular, US policy makers lacked a 
joint Afghan-Pakistan strategy to address the complexities of the fron-
tier. The shift in resources to Iraq at a key moment in the stabilization 
of Afghanistan also had a lasting impact. Jones offers sage advice for 
the future of Afghanistan: “Security in rural areas must come from local 
Afghan institutions, especially tribal ones, since foreign armies have 
never succeeded in establishing law and order in Afghanistan” (p. 321). 
Choosing to see Afghanistan as a “Graveyard of Empires” is provoca-
tive and ominous, but it fails to advance our understanding of the com-
plex US engagement with Afghanistan and extends the long tradition 
of dismissing Afghanistan as unruly and bellicose. Despite these faults, 
Jones’s work is a welcome sequel to such pioneering works as Steve 
Coll’s Ghost Wars (2004) and Lawrence Wright’s Looming Tower (2006). 
Gen Norton A. Schwartz included In the Graveyard of Empires in his 
Chief of Staff of the Air Force Reading List for 2010.

Dr. Michael R. Rouland
Historian, Air Force Historical Studies Office 

Washington, DC

Daring Young Men: The Heroism and Triumph of the Berlin 
Airlift, June 1948–May 1949 by Richard Reeves. Simon and 
Schuster (http://www.simonandschuster.com/), 1230 Avenue of 
the Americas, New York, New York 10020, 2010, 336 pages, $28.00 
(hardcover), ISBN 1416541195; 2011, 336 pages, $16.00 (softcover), 
ISBN 1416541209.

In his well-chosen title, Richard Reeves clearly lays out his purpose 
of revealing the bravery and achievement of a military operation often 
misunderstood or overlooked by Americans today. He explains in the 
introduction that studies of the post–World War II period sometimes 
paid little, if any, attention to the Berlin airlift and that students regu-
larly confused it with later Cold War hostilities taking place after the 
official division of Germany (p. xv). With the publication of Daring 
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Young Men, Reeves seeks to correct this oversight, and although it is 
certainly not the first study on the subject (Andrei Cherny’s The Candy 
Bombers, more than twice as long, appeared almost two years earlier), 
this work makes an important contribution to the history of the airlift.

Electing to remain within the time frame of the airlift itself, Reeves 
opens the first chapter on 20 June 1948, mere days before the begin-
ning of the Soviet blockade (p. 1), and closes the final chapter on 12 
May 1949, the day the blockade officially ended (p. 259). After he in-
troduces the blockade decision by reproducing media coverage of the 
event, the author then provides background on the impetus for such a 
decision—namely, the issue of currency reform (p. 14). From there, 
the work proceeds chronologically, each chapter covering roughly one 
month of the operation. This design proves remarkably easy to follow, 
even for readers having little familiarity with the airlift. In chapter 3, 
the author carefully chronicles the beginnings of the effort, calling its 
first month a “cowboy adventure” both “heroic and frantic” under Gen 
Joseph Smith, provisional task force commander of the airlift (pp. 71, 
67). To demonstrate the truth of these claims, Reeves shares stories of 
pilots desperately overworked, sleeping only seven hours out of every 
32 and often falling asleep at the controls of their planes (p. 70). He 
tells of Airmen purposefully breaking their legs by jumping out of low 
windows just to be sent home for rest and of mismatched airplanes 
parked haphazardly across the airfields, without regard for any sched-
ule and in dire need of maintenance (p. 82).

Reeves then explains how the operation changed and began to func-
tion like a well-oiled machine. He places the turning point at 23 July, 
one month after initiation of the blockade, when Gen Hoyt Vandenberg, 
Air Force chief of staff, was persuaded to give control of the airlift to 
Maj Gen William Tunner, the ruthlessly efficient deputy commander 
for operations of the Military Air Transport Service (p. 71). Less than 
three days after his arrival in Germany, Tunner demanded changes in 
the procedures for crews unloading at the Berlin airports of Tempelhof 
and Gatow (p. 83). Carefully monitoring their efficiency on his beloved 
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charts, the general constantly strove to increase tonnage into Berlin by 
promoting contests between squadrons and airfields and staging mas-
sive one-day efforts to rally his aircrews (p. 105).

According to Reeves, Tunner’s unique management style and inno-
vations demanded by the extreme requirements of the airlift funda-
mentally changed aviation forever (p. 184). After Tunner’s plane be-
came stuck in a nightmarish stack, number 28 in line to land at 
Tempelhof, he locked his pilot and copilot in a hotel room, charging 
them with creating entirely new approach procedures that would en-
able landings at Tempelhof once every minute (p. 103). Crews devised 
strategies to reduce their time on the ground from hours to mere min-
utes and made recommendations for civilian airlines, such as inclu-
sion of a flight engineer, standardization of instrument panel locations, 
and use of three initial level-off altitudes to increase takeoff frequency 
and horizontal separation (p. 184).

The limited time frame of this study contributes greatly to its read-
ability, and the thorough epilogue will appeal to individuals hoping for 
a where-are-they-now conclusion. By highlighting the months of the 
airlift, Reeves is able to offer greater detail regarding the day-to-day op-
erations and experiences of people involved in the operation. Instead 
of examining the event through the perspective of one particular 
group, the author rotates each participant into the spotlight, quoting 
everyone from President Harry Truman and his joint chiefs (p. 77) to 
the hungry children of Berlin who caught flying candy tied to handker-
chief parachutes (p. 90).

During his preparation for writing this book, Reeves gathered exten-
sive archival material, conducted interviews with some of the partici-
pants, and examined a host of secondary sources. This research is well 
documented in the endnotes and bibliography; however, the note style 
is somewhat more difficult to access than that found in traditional 
monographs and may frustrate academic historians anxious for docu-
mentation of specific quotations and claims.
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Overall, Daring Young Men is an easy read, even for someone with 
limited knowledge of its subject. Reeves’s discussions of the innova-
tions in air traffic management and aircraft maintenance serve as an 
excellent history lesson for Airmen in those career fields. His analysis 
of the effectiveness of Air Force leadership strategies earned the book 
a place in the Air Force chief of staff’s professional reading program for 
2010. Additionally, Reeves’s explanation of the Berlin airlift as an out-
line for the Cold War and the key to the formation of modern Europe 
makes this book an important read for anyone seeking a deeper under-
standing of military and political history.

Amanda B. Biles, MA
Bossier City, Louisiana

Let us know what you think! Leave a comment!
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